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WEDNESDAY, JUNE 6, 1962

Us. CONGRESS,
SUBCOMMITTEEON RESEARCH,

DEVELOPMENTAND RADIATION,
JOINT COMMITTEEON ATOMIC ENERGY,

Wcwhington, D.i?.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 2 p.m., in room AE-1,

the Capitol, Hon. Melvin Price (chairman of the subcommittee)
presiding. . Y;.. ‘.... .,,.$,..,.,.>,s,+..:<~.!!~i~<t!~i,:;~~(+;}$,Ii::*

Present: Representatives Price, Holifielcl, and Hosmer.
,t,;ti/.tf,,,7 :̀~jjiid>i!:filW<~it:( t,$\t} (,,.,>,,,.

.ilso present,: ,Tames T. Ramey. e.xec~ltive (Iirect or; (3eorge F.
Murphy, Jr., Kenueth S. 31cMplne, and Jzck It. N-ewman, profes-
sional staff n]embeq ,Joint, ( ~on]mittee o]] At omit Energy.

Representati~e PRICE. ‘he committee will be in order. We will
resume hearina% today covering primarily radiation standards, after
spending all clay yesterday on worldwide fallont since 1959.

l~re have four scientists with us today, two of whom will make
presentations on medical and industrial radiation exposure, and the
final two will cover the basic facts about genetic ancl somatic biological
effects of radiation and their implications for standards.

Our first witness will be Dr. Chamberlain, of the University of
l’ennsylvania, to be followed by Dr. Parker, of Hanford, Dr. Haster-
lik, of the Argonne Cancer Hospital, and Dr. H. Bentley Glass, of
Johns Hopkins University.

I perhaps should also note that there was some more fallout yest er-
day. Without m}y notice to the chairman of the ,Joint Col]l]nittec
or of the sllbconlmlttee holfling these l~cwrings, a report IY:IS :Lpplr?ntl)’

released yesterday to the press. 3111cII of the good testin~o~ly wl~icl~
we received yesterday was superwkl by t lle report jll the press. Tile
series of press leaks, ancl then tile release of the report in the mid(lle
of ollr hearings is an old techniq~le by the PRbl ic. Health Service.
We feel that lt is a clisservice to tile program ancl discourteous to t IIF
cormnittee :ulcl the (longressj especial] y in view of tile fact that this
report NWs dismwsed in the first 2 clays of the hearings and a request
V-X3 made to the staff of the ]’ublic llealtll Serlice for a col~y of tile
report prior to itS V31FXLS(?.~OMxx~ueli tly? I am requesting tl~e ~IIr$NIOJI

(h)eral to bc present, to]!lorrow to expla 1]~this mat i ei,.
I)r. (’l~>~]~lb<~lltti]\,]vill }-o(I COIIIC :l~oi(l](l, ])le:t>(~. ;tII(l ln:tkt~ -joII1’

presentation.
J“oII n):ty proceed, I)octor.
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STATEMENT OF RICHARD CHAMBERLAIN,’ PROFESSOR OF
RADIOLOGY, UNIVERSITY OF I?ENNSYLVANIA

Dr. CHAMBERLAIN.Thank you, sir.
I have given you a prepared statement. Would you like for me to

extract what I think are the salient features from it rather than
read it Y

Representative PmcE. I think that would perhaps be better and the
complete statement will be included in the record.

Dr. CHAMBERLAIN-.Thank you, sir.
In looking at the situation, particularly as it may have changed in

the past 2 years, or as we may appreciate it better with regard to
exposures involved in medical practice, I think that it is of interest to
continue to try to get assessments as to the amounts of both gonadal
and somatic exposures. We do not at this time have any nationwide
reliable statistical study on this feature, that I am aware of at least
in the United State;, that is based on modern statistical methods.
However, some very Important studies have come out of the Western
European countries, notably the Adrian report out of England, which
is of great interest and which was beautifully done. The interesting
thing about all of these studies, and particularly the Adrian Com-
mittee report from the United Kingdom, is that the present estimates
of these countries, as to the amount of radiation involved in medical
mnd dental exposures, is considerably less than the earlier estimates.
In the general appreciation of what is being done in the United States
in regard to radiological work, I think It, is reasonable to presume
that quite likely the earliest estimates in the United States may also
be somewhat high. But w-e simply C1Onot have figures on this, that I
am aware of. There are several things thzt are changing these fia~res
all the time. I personally doubt if the exact figure is of very great
importance. It is of interest because of the comparison with other
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figures, but while we are reducing some unproductive radiation that
was previously being given we are at the same time increasing the
volume and increasing the new procedures which we done in radio-
10 ical work for our population. Where it is going to finally wind up,
I $on’t know.

Quite likely, for the best good of the Nation, we ought to give our
population three or four times as much radiation exposure as we are
now giving in order to accom@ish the best medical cam and the best , ~ ::j; i: ;’, ~~ ,. “‘: ‘:.. ‘ ~~:,’
medical good for them. ‘I think there are trends in this direction of
which I would like to speak a little ‘more of later.

Representative PRICE. Let me understand you. You say we ought
to give them more exposure?

Dr. CI+AMBERLAIN.Quite likely we are not yet doing all of the
medical procedures which can be done for the people, and there are
new procedures being developed which, when they are properly incor-
porated into medical care, will raise the amount given for medicine.

Representative PRICE. Will you proceed, please ?
Dr. CHAMBERLAIN.I thought it was of interest to try to get some “,$$!~*'*i+,i**4: t::tif::{>i&,\iPi`ii:{i;;ihittJii;

assessment as to what has been done about trying to improve radiation
:i:jt:::,!~;+fi.:(~t~~.<,..

practice in the United States, and particularly because I feel that the
most important element is the educational one in trying to assess this.

During the past 5 years there has been an increasing amount of
activity in medical journals and medical societies and in the various
medical exhibits and other methods of educational technique which
are used in medical education. We did a survey to try to get some
estimate of this. About half of the radiologists of the country who
are members of the American College of Radiology replied to this
questionnaire. I thought it was interesting and important that this
half hfid personally gpven something like 15,000 speeches, talks, ex-
hibits, and papers on radiation protection and the roper use of

$radiation to other physicians and workers in the me ical field. It
seemed to me that this was a commendable indication. The medical
schools were also investigated and only two of the schools do not have
forma] instruction, or plans for it> in the immediate future. Seventy-
eight do have definite formal instruction in radiation protection now,
with an average of something like 41/2 hours spread across the various
schools. –

There has also been a great increase in the number of papers pub-
lished on radiation use and its control in the medical press. We
anal zed several journals including the radiology specialty journals,

zthe ‘tate j ourna]s, and the ,Journal of the American Medical Asso-
ciation> finding an increase in all of hese.

We also looked into the numbers of aids, slides, movies, and so on
that were used. A very beautiful movie has been done by the TJ.S.
Navy hfedical Department. We find tllilt these have reached a very
wide and representative auclience—something like a third of all the
physicians in the lJnited States have seen the American College of Ra-
dioloe~ movie. The booklet tlmt, the American College of Radiology
}Iut t>[lthl~ ~one :0 e(e?y ]~l:wtiri}{:: plijsicia]l in the T-llited States.
~Notonly are these spec]alty groul)s working on t]’.ving io encourage
good pr~ctice, but a group ‘of otl~er physicians, such as the ~icademy
of Pediatrics, have done commendable work to this end. An official
action by the Academy of Pediatrics discourages the usc of conven-
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tional fluoroscope by their members, reserving it for problem cases,
and then done by people especially trained in it. Similar efforts have
been done by the Academy of Gynecology and Academy of Derma-
tology.

In looking at the impact of regulatory codes which the
F

eat.est
number of States either already have put into effect or are P ann~g
to do, I think that we could say-that m&t of these have been moderate
measures and have been very well conceived. Most of them am
based on the National Committee of Radiation Protection recom-
mendation!, and have had a generally favorable impact. There are
difficulties m trying to elaborate these codes, particularly in medicine.
Some of this is because what looks like a sensible recommendation for
most instances may actually be a great hindrance in a specific small
group. I have given one example of such, but in most instances the
codes have been very good.

As an example of how effective regulatory codes have been, again
on an opinion, but an informed-and I think a highly informed—
opinion, Dr. Blat?, who has been most active in this field in the city
of New York, est]mates that his regulatory code activities have been
instrumental in producing about a 25-percent reduction in radiation
exposure in the past 3 years in NTewYork City. Many other cities
have had voluntary programs from their medical and dental groups
working in conjunction with the. official State or other local govern-
ment.

Another major influence on the medical picture is what is going
on in research and in the develo~ment of new techniques. I think
that diagnostic radiology, far fro~ being a fairly stabli development
in medicine now, is still in its relative infancy, or certainly not past
adolescence. We are bringing to bear in dose reduction now, just be-
ginning to bring to bear, some of the real fruits of television and
electronic research systems? so that amplified fluoroscopes are now
coming into -wide use in large departments. As they become more
stabilized in design, and with some further improvements, I am sure
they will be used even more widely. These machines allow us to do
procedures quite regularly at one-tenth of previous radiation dosage
values, and in some instances up to an improvement of one-hundrefith
of the original dosage values.

Also new materials are being developed for intensifying screens and
a variety of other n~inor improvements, but nevertheless important
ones, in such things as the speed of X-ray films.

I don’t know where this is going to lead us finally but quite likely
we can do au appreciable fimount of the work which we are doing
no-iv at still lower dosages in the future. But operating against t@
so far as dose rednction is concerned, is the increasing use of radio-
logical procedures. I don’t think we are yet saturated in the country
for the present procedures. It is quite ldiely that we need to do a.
much greater volnme. lfv own estimate ~vould be at least tllrce (jr
four tlmcs the volnnle of ‘present procedures.

Even more remarkable is v-hat is ,~oing on in new procedures. T1[e
pztient that used to come to a hosplt al a~ld have one or two exarni na-
tjions performed, now has perhaps ns many m 8. or 10 radiological
procedures directed to the same p~rt of the body m order to find out
not the same as we used to find ont bllt nlllch more thnn we used to
find out,. Tl~is allo~~s us to direct his treatn]el~t, kis operations, nnd
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his management during his therapy with greater precision. We don’t
see where the end of this is oing to come. This M one of the reasons

fwhy I personally feel that t e exact figure as to the amount of radia-
tion exposure used in medicine is of secondary importance. We ought
to use the amount that will do the most good for our people.

The amounts generally involved have a very small degree of hazard
compared to the good that is derived for the incLividual person. But
of course we ou ht to do it with the least wastage of radiation and

fthe avoidance o radiation that is unproductive. I personally feel
. \,,:;,,..:,,, :.,” ,,,,., .,, ,.,’,., .,,,,,,, ,.:, ~,<,, , .J$,..: ,:, ,:.:\’:\:

again that educational methods will have by far the greatest impact
on this in the futmre and moderate regulatory measures will be of

. . ,,,<;(...,.

some assistance.
Thank you.
(Dr. Chamberlain’s prepared statement follows:)

MEDICALRADIATrO~ExPosuaE

(By Richard H. Chanrberlain,M. D.)

In evaluating radiation dosages from other sources, it is appropriate to dis-
cuss the exposure of the population to ionizing radiation used for the beneficial
purposes of medicine and dentistry. During the past 2 years much thought and
effort has been expended cm appraisals 01 the amounts of radiation delirered to
the gonads and other portions of the body from this source. Even more ntten-
tion has been given to reasonable methods of reducing the radiation dosage with-
out losing the vital benefts of radiological diagnosis and therapy. The pertinent
features may be discussed under the following three points:

L Epidemiological estimates of dosage values.
2. Control and improvement measures.

(a) Educational.
(h) Re@atory.
(c) Research.

3. Perspecti~e and prospects in medical exposures.

1. EFIDEMIOLOOIC.4L ES’ITM.4TES OF 00SAGE vALUES

Early attempts at estimates of average population exposures were largely
confined to gonadal exposures and were largely baseci on fragmentary data from
published papers of experiences in a few hospitals and local regions. They
reflected the best that could be obtained from such sources, but left much un-
certainty in the validity of the 15C-millirad-per-y ear average 5gure which was
derived for gonadal radiation dosage up to age 30 in the United States. In the
past few years, very comprehensive analyses have been attempted in several
other countries, notably Sweden, the United Kingdom, and Denmark. The
Adrian Committee report from the United Kingdom is based on a large-scale
study of measured doses and patient procedure distribution. It was well de
signed for proper statistical sampling. It indicates that in the United Kingdom
the average gonadal exposure per year for medical purposes is between 15 and
25 millirads, with about 20 millirdds as the pr{jbable figure. Figures from other
Western European countries range from about 25 to 60 millirads. The Japanese
estimate is about 40 milliracis. No comparable study or estimate has been made
in the IJnited States, and to duplicate the United Kingdom study here would
require a huge undertaking. From general comparisons of the development of
radiolo~tical pro{edurps in the Unite(] St:]tes and those countries that have re-
ported, however, m-ewould not expect grerrt discrepancies. It seems reasonable
to assume, therefore. that our own exposures are probably closer to 25 to 50
rnillirads per year tlmn the preliminary t,stimrrte of 150 rnillirads.

It is not clear’1.vknown, as yet what may be significant in the rrssessment of
somatic exposures. Investigations of dose Ind procedures may result in fairly
homogeneous covera~e of the hmly as averaged oYer hrge segments of the IWX-
lation. If this is trne, the ligures for somatic exp(~snre are likely to be rou~hly
comparable to those for .g{)ui~di~lexposnw. .(rnon~ tile diffrcrrlties encountered
in arriving at meaning,fnl tigrrcs mre the proper (wrrwt ions fo~ sn!.h factors as
the individual IWWUOSISrelevant to the lil~x~ prolmrtinn of use of major radio-
logical procedures in patients with seriolts illnesses :Ln(ilimited life expmt:~ncy.

::-, .,,

::y:
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All of the potential somatic effects of radiation, at dosage levels involved in diag-
nostic radiology,. require long latent time periods. In patients who will not
survive for a sufficiently long time for the effects to become manifest there is no
real hazard and their exposures are not sie~ilicant,

All studies of radiation exposures have emphasized that, whatever the dosage.
figures may be, there is room for improvement by reduction of exposure required.
for the procedures that are being done and also in the choice of procedures. It
is also evident that the means to accomplish significant improvement are at hand..
This brings us to the second major consideration:

2. CONTROLAND IMPROVEMENT MEASUBES

(a) Educatwnal measures
Physicians and dentists are confronted with a great variety of factors whicli~

must influence each decision in regard to each patient. The judgment which:
balances possible radiation hazards against vital information or other benefit to
be obtained must be an educated one which gives proper weight to each relevant
factor. Many of the most important technical factors in dosage reduction also
depend on highly skilled application of intelligence rather than inherent char-
acteristics of radiation apparatus. In this light, by far the most important
technique for medical radiaton control and reduction is educational.

The American College of Radiology has been very active in this field, both in its
own program and in the encouragement of such programs by medical societies,
other specialist groups, and professional journals.

During March and April of this year, polls were conducted by the American
College of Radiology to determine the amount of emphasis now given to the
problem of radiation safety, protection, and control, as compared with that of’
5 years ago. Information was solicited from three groups of people:

(1) The 4,966 active members and fellows of the college who are diplo-
mats of the American Board of Radiology.

(2) Fifty-four State and regional medical societies.
(3) Eighty-seven approved medical schools in the United States.

In every group, the educational effort expended in the area of radiation protec-
tion has shown a measurably high increase.

The 4,966 practicing radiologists were asked to estimate the number of talks,
speeches, and programs on radiation safety and control they have taken part in
in the last 5 years ; the number of such programs they know to have been given in
their area in the same period; the number of papers, editorials, or exhibits they
have prepared on radiation protection during this time; and a percentage esti-
mate of the extent of attainable improvement in medical radiation protection
measures that have occurred in their area in the last 5 years. A total of 49.4
percent replied to the questionnaire. The final results of the survey are given
in table A in the appendix to this paper. It is worthwhile noting that since
1957, some 14,898 talks, speeches, programs, papers, editorials, and exhibits
have been presented by these responding radiologists. Of those responding, 46
percent estimated that there had been a 50 percent or better improvement in
medical radiation protection measures. Only 3.4 percent indicated no improve-
ment.

The second group surveyed was 34 State and regional metilcal societies.
mere were 25 responses. Each of these societies publishes an official journal,
and the respondents indicated a total of 196,323 subscribers. These subscribers
comprise S8,8 percent of the totnl number of, physicians in the United States.
Within the past 5 years, the meclical societies responding to the questionnaire
have published 21S articles on radi:ltiou safet,y, control, or protection, have
sponsored 166 speeches and programs at their meetings, and have presented
119 exhibits and motion pictures dealing with education in radiation safety.
The majority of these societies show z 50- to 75-percent increase in the educa-
tional emphasis on radiation safety in the l:ist 5 vears. I;very society responding
has a committee on dis:ister planniu< to deal l~:ith problems inherent in atomic
disasters, military or otherwise. With one ex(~i)tiou, they ha.~-eall indicated
they are reasonably to very active in National, State, or local disaster planning
efforts. The full fi~ures on this poll are :iven in table P, in the append&.

The S7 medical schools surveyed were asketl to estimate the hours of instruc-
tion in radiation safety, ~)rotection, and control given to medical students and
others. They were also questioned as to the type t)f visual aids employed in
this instruction, and the percentage of increase or (Iecrcase in hol~rs devoted to
such instruction now, as compared with 5 ye:~rs ago. Of the 78 respondents,
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only 4 indicated they give no formal instruction in radiation protection, and 2
of these have PIims underway for such a course. l’he average number of hours
of education in radiation safety given to medicaI students is 4.4. Paramedical
personnel (X-ray technicians, nurses, etc. ) are required to take from 1 to 10
hours of study in this specific area. Many schools have a continuing program
of informal instruction on new developments for their house staff. Nearly all
of the schools use slides from their own collections or those available from the
American College of Radioloxy. A majority also use movies from several
sources such as: The ACR film “Radiation: Physician and Patient”; a U.S.
Navy film, “Radiation Safety in Nuclear Medicine”: and films from the Depart-
ment of Defense. Of the responding schools, 45 indicated an average increase in
the hours devoted to instruction in radiation safety, protection, and control of
over 50 percent, within the past 5 years. There were no schools showing a
decrease. A tabulation of this survey is given in table C.

The American College of Radiology motion picture entitled “Radiation: Physi-
cian and Patient,” has been used extensively in educating groups about safety,
protection, and control of ionizing radiation. From October of 1959 to March of
1962, the Eastman Kodak Co. has sent out 431 prints of this picture. These
prints were used in 453 showings before a total audience of 22,%2. The Division
of Radiological Health of the Public Health Service has shipped out prints of the
film 325 times since September of 1959, tmd for the most part, each booking con-
stituted multiple showings. They have estimated that “the film must have been
shown at least !WOto 600 times, with an average audience of WI per showing.
This would give an average total audience of 27,500. In addition, the American
Medical Association also books this film. They have indicated a total number of
showings to (iate of 356. Based on the average audience of 50, estimatedby the
Public Health Service, this would result in a figure of 17,800. The cumulative
professional audiencetotal from all threebooking sources is 68;!32.

A check of the indexes of the Journal of the American Medical Association
shows that during the period of January 1957 to March 1962 there were 218
articles published dealing with radiation control, protection, and safety. The
previous 5-year issues, 1952–57,contained only 116 articles on the same subject.
‘There was an 88-percent increase in the past 5 years o}-er the earlier period.

The American Journal of Roentgenology, Radium Therapy, and Nuclear Medi-
cine during the years 1952 through 1956 published 137 articles dealing with radia-
tion protection and hazards. During the years 1957 through 1961, they published
160. This is an increase of 16.8 percent. A breakdown of the types and number
of articles by years is shown in table D.

During the years 1952 through 1956, there were 236 articles on radiation pro-
tection, safety, and control published in Radiology, the journal of the Radiologi-
cal Society of North America. These articles consisted of 188 abstracts of cur-
rent Literature and 48 articles and news notes. In the succeeding 5 years, 1957–
61, a total of 308 were published. These are broken down into 211 abstracts and
97 articles and news notes. The last 5 years shows an increase of 30.5 percent
over the 1952–56 period.

The American College of Radiology has published a pamphlet dealing with
radiation safety and protection entitled “A Practical Manual on the Medical and
Dental Use of X-Rays With Control of Radiation Hazards.” Since its initial
printing in 1959, 225,W copies ha~,e been distributed in North America. In od-
dition, 22,000 copies published in Spanish and 4,000 in Portuguese have been dis-
tributed, primarily to I.atin American countries.

A large percentage of the medical schools queried have indicated that they
make use of the American College of Radiology slide series on radiation protec-
tion. Since 1958 nearly 600 sets of these slides have been sold. In addition, the
American College of Radiology provides a radiation protection kit containing
much factual information regarding radiation protection, safety and control.
From January of 1960 to date nearly 1,400 of these protection kits have beeii
maiied out to radiologists.

Other medical groups have shown great interest in the promotion of radiation
safety and protection. Examples are furnished by the actions of the Academy
of Pediatrics in discouraging conventional flnorsmpy of infants and children
by their members, the published statements of policy by the American Thoracic
Society and the Academy of Gynecology, and the preparation of a manual of
radiation protection by the .kcadcmy of Dermatology.

The educational program for the traininx of radiation health specialists has
received a greflt impetus from the support of the Radiological Health Division of
the U.S. Public Health Service. This program, aimed primarily at producing

.
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highly educated specialists, is being conducted in approximately 15 colleges and
universities, leading to master’s or doctor’s degrees in the field. These men wilI
greatly iufluence all types of radiation control, including medical aspects, and
their highly skilled abilities should assist future educational as well as regula-
tory measures.
(b) Regulatory measures

The States, largely through their departments of health, have increasingly
promoted regulatory codes relating to radiation and most of these have provi-
sions affecting minimal standards for equipment, features which can be inspected,
such as filtration and shielding. Most of these codes have been based on the
recommendations of the National Committee on Radiation Protection and Mess=
urements. In transferring from recommendations to codes with legal force,
some difficulties arise in relation to medical uses. For example, in mm~tusual
diagnostic X-ray examinations there is no need to use beams with filtration of
less than 2 millimeters of aluminum half value layer, and the NCRP recommen-
dation is to this effect. In certain special examinations, however, such as X-ray
diagnostic studies for cancer of the breast, a very serious medical problem, the
technique requires much lower filtration. Codes such as have been adopted in
some States have the effect of making these examinations illegal, though such
was not the intent of the NCRP, nor did the State agencies purposely intend
to so interfere with a potential lifesaving procedure. The need for caution,
highly skilled interpretatio~ and reappraisal in the promulgation and enforce-
ment of regulatory codes is, nevertheless, apparent.

Most of the impact of the moderate measures embodied in the better regulatory
codes has been favorable, however. Much of the good has been indirectly
achieved by the byproduct educational activities of inspectors in the course of
their duties and the educational effects of registration requirements.

In many instances, local medical and dental societies have been highly coop-
erative and have augmented the official program with voluntary campaigns of
their own. A notable example of this has occurred in Philadelphia. In New
York City, Dr. Hanson Blatz, director of the Office of Radiation C?kmtrolof the
City of New York, estimates that his department has been instrumental, during
the last 3 years, in reducing radiation exposures 25 percent. (Exhibit E in the
appendix is a copy of a letter from Dr. Blatz. )
(c) Research measures

The 66 years since the discovery of X-rays have seen tremendous strides in
using technical advances which produce more information from less radiation.
The development of intensifying screens, very fast film emulsions and fluores-
cent screens, higher energy and more greatly filtered beams have all had great
impact. Precision apparatus and precision processing put the radiation where
it is desired and insure the best results from the amount of radiation that is
used. But we have far from exhausted the potentialities of modern technology.
Only in the past few years have applications of television and electronic sys-
tems reached practical stages in medical radiology. In the Past 2 years irnam-
amplified fluoroscopes have come into wide me in departments that can afford
the large initial financial outlay and quick obsolescence associated with com-
plex apparatus undergoing rapid improvement and modification, In the better
forms, radiation dosage can be reduced to one-tenth or even to one-hundredth of
former values while obtaining. the same or greater diagnostic information than
before. Television, tine recording, and magnetic tape storage enhance the po-
tential of these developments in present apparatus and offer great future promise.
New developments in intensifying screen materials seem highly promising in
dose reductions of the order of one-fourth or more as applied to regular radiog-
raphy. Constant improvements are also being made in the speed of X-ray films,
the design of beam collimators and shields, and in the reliability and production
control of film exposures and development. These researches and developments
should be vigorously supported not only for their effect on dose reduction, but
more importantly for the great benefits to be arhived in improved medical diag-
nosis. Though the cost is tremendous, few medical developments have more
promise.

3. PERSPECTIVE .4ATD PROSPECTS OF MEDICAL ExPOSI”RES

It is of interest to assess the extent of radiation exposure from medical uses
and to relate it to that from other sources and to potential hazards which accom-
pany all human radiation exposures. It is far more important to see that we are

I{
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using radiation for medical purposes with a high degree of control of dosage,
without unnecessary wastage, and with wise choice of indications for its use.
Such considerations result in a progressive reduction of radiation dosage in
achieving any given amount of good. The full utilization of present radiological
methods for the maximum benefit of the population is not yet achieved and an
increase in volume of many studies is a desirable goal which will and should
accompany the further advance of medical care. Most remarkable, however.
is the recent great expansion in new studies and procedures which have not
been available before. The accuracy of diagnosis, the guidance to appropriate
surgery or other therapy, and the management of complications have been
extended to phenomenal limits with such new procedures. For exarnPle, fi
a suspected renal tumor, the usual studies of a few years ago might well have
been limited to a single plain film and perhaps three or four exposures during
the excretion of a orographic contrast medium. In our large medical centers
today this is commonly amplified with more conventional contrast films and renal
arteriographic serial studies, perhnps more films with retroperitoneal gas in-
jection, frequently elaborated with multiple body section X-ray films, and maY
be extended to venous contrast examinations and visualization of the lymphatic
system. The valne judgments as to when each procedure is indicated and to
the benefits derived are not precisely definable, particularly in advance. The
general prospect is clear, however, in that more hnd more of these elaborate
techniques are needed, they furnish vital information, and they will be an in-
creasingly important part of future medical practice. It would aPPear almost
paradoxical that we are striving to reduce radiation dosage while encouraging
and welcoming large increases in it. The two objects should be sharply distin-
guished, however, for the first is to reduce unproductive radiation exposure,
while the latter is to appreciate that medical benefits from indicated procedures,
no matter how extensive, usually far outweigh the relatively small potential
hazard from the radiation. The following summary points seem justified:

1. V?e do not know the exact extent of radiation exposure from medical use
in the United States. It is probably smaller than indicated in earlier estimates,
but is being const.ant?y influenced toward reduction by improved techniques and
control and toward increase by greater use of present methods and new de
velopments in radiological dingnosis. The exact figure is probably not of great
importance.

2. Medical groups have been commendably active in educational and volun-
tary control measures towar@ reducing unproductive medical radiation exposure.

3. State and other regulatory bodies have increased their activities in regula-
tory codes, and these have had a generally good effect when carefully
administered.

4. New research developments are expanding the potential of human benefits
from medical radiological procedures and many incorporate desirable dose
reduction potentialities.

5. The best needs of our people are likely to be served by expanded medical
use of radiation, without prejudged limits as to its extent, but with intelligent
and informed control of the radiation used.

TABLE .&.-f Wm~ey of the member8 and f etloto.$of the American College of
Radiologg on radiation. protection, safet~ and control

~um,pr I yy~ 0’ ‘ Numlx-r of
c, other such

respond- spwches, pro~rnms Y<timxtp 0[ p+r<wt:xw impmvnwnt in
kg and wO- known to modic:d ra(lifltion protection

grmm rir..en h,>w km
prrsor,:illy I given

l____ —
L

.s011( 10 p(.r- 25per- 50 p?r- 75 prr- Othcr
(f’n t rent cent Crnt

— — — — — .

2,545 13,211 27,156 87 339 554 817 331 27

prepared
per.wn:ll>

1,687
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TABLE B.—i%rveg of 25 medical societies

Thosepub-
Total mem- lishing offi- Ts:t;ldmb

berehip cial jonrnaie

112,874 25 1%3,325

None pi!.
cent

. —

3 4

R@&m

articles,
last 5 years

218

Increase in educational efforts in radfa- Committee
tion protection on disester

planning

2.5 50 75 100
per- per- per- per. Yes No
cent cent cent cent

— . — . . .

0 6 7 1 25 0

Speechas Motion
and pra- Exhibits, pictures,
grams, last 5 years last 5 years

last 5 years

166 40 79

Estimate of activfty in National, Stata,
or local disaster planning efforts I

Do Relatively Reasonably
“Ow fnactivenot active Very active

I I I
o 1 19 5 I

TABLEC.—LSurveyof 78 medical schools
r

Ins:m&p Number of schools
Total nnmber of honrs given emplo~d~ visual

radiation
safety

Others

14

Percentage of fncreasc, or decrease, in hours devoted to instruction as campsred with 5 years ago

Dcmense Same Under 50 50 perecnt 75 Permnt lIJJper~nt Ci~~* 100 No ~~~er
percent percent

o 18 11 14 1 18 12 4

] Key: .4—Irmtruction given, but hours not specified. B—Hours noted, but ~~cipi~~t~~Ot~pecifi~d$
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‘iMmc D.—A.wUxwe Journal of Roentgenology, radium therapy, and nuclear
medieine

11

Yeer
111

Volume III Totsl

A B c A B c
. — — — . _ . _

W52..... .. ... ... .. .. .. .. . . 67 1 2 0
1: :

15
8

%
o

19s----------------------- ; 9
1?

: 4 0 0
4 5

0 ::
0 0 0

::
0 0 9

1964--------------------- 2 6 0 3 0 3
72 6 : 2 1 0 %

1955... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . ... . 73 ; 1
i

I
74

; 16
: 2 : 0

1956... .. .. .. .... .. . ... .. . . 2 0 1 I
%

3
:

0 ;*
7 0 1 4 0 0 14

. — — — _ . . _ _
Subtotal . . . . -------- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 137

_ — _ _

1957. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . - -

77 3 2 2 2 4 0
7s 7 0

14
2 0 i 16

1958.---. . ... .. .. ... . .. .. .. 79 5 ; : 3 0
80 5 6

13
; o 0 $ 16

1959----------------------- 81 5 2 i
82

17
; 1 : 2 8

;
: 19

1%0----------------------- S-3 6 1 2 0 1
84

20
4 2 0 ; 1 1 11

1061. ...... .. . ... .. .. .. .. . 7 ;
::

7 1
: 1 8

24
1 4 1 ; 10

—-—l———l— — — — —
Subtotal ------------ . . . . . . . ..- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _......- -------- . . . . . . . .

— yl~ ~1= y y ~ +
Total .-... -.-. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 h-q.:
l—I’roterti[m, sJ.fet!-. and control.

ll—Actual mdpotentii radi.,tion h?zar,k.
lll—Re}e:asss by committees concerned with radtiaticm protectim.

A—Orlgmal articles.
B—Abstracted articles of literature.
C—Editorials.

EXHIBIT E

THE CkrY OF hJEW YORK,
OFFICE OF RADIATION CONTROL,

New York, N.Y., April .3, 196.?.
The AMEF.ICANCOLLROEOF RADIOLOQY,
Chicago, Ill.
(Attention: F. Brandt. )

GENTLEMEN:As an associate fellow of the American College of Radiology I
have received a COPYof the postcard inquiry for data to beusecl at the hearings
to be conducted by the Joint Congressional Committee on Atomic Energy in
May 1962.

First of all, Iamnot a radiologist nor a physician. Iama radiological physi-
cist. For the past 3 years I have been de%-otingmy entire time to the various
subjects covered in the questionnaire. I have made many speeches and talks
and have been on a number of radio pro~rams concerned with radiation safety
and control. The activity in the New York City area has been great in this
field.

I believe that the program of the New York City Health Department with a
personnel of about 35 and a budget close to $2CU,000a year devoted exclusively
to the control of radiation (of which about maybe 95 percent of the problem
is in the medical and dental use of X-rays) has been quite effective over the
past 3 years and I will estimate that we have been able to reduce radiation
exposures in this area approximately 25 percent. We are now conducting a
research project under the sponsorship of the Public Health Service in which
we are accumulating statistical data on the degree of radiation exposure in
medical radiography. In addition I have published about six papers in the
past few years on the subject.
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I am also an associate professor of industrial medicine at the New York Uni-
versity Medical Center where I give a course on the introduction to radiological
health and participate in several other courses covering the subject.

I was not certain whether this information was of interest or value to you
and also whether my activities would be considered an activity in the medical
profession.

Sincerely yoUrs,
HANSONBmTz, Director.

Representative PRICE. Thank you, Dr. Chamberlain.
The committee is happy to have your fine paper. May I commend

you on the effective summary which you gave. You touched on every
point in your statement which I followed through as you went on.

Doctor, you state on page 1 of your formal statement that during
the past 2 years much thought and effort has been expended on
radiation appraisal. What has occurred in this field that has brought
about such an intensive effort?

Dr. CHAMBERLAIN. In the last 2 years particularly you mean?
Representative PRICE. Yes.
Dr. CHAMBERLAIN. I think that it really dates from 5 years ygo,

sir, but one of the influences on this, I imagine, is the former hearings ik+$il$;;iw+i!!:~” :~’{!’~bx~!~’:::~~’’~p>: i~::i~+~
of this group itself. The interest m the medical profession has been
rising for about 3 years, .CLfter the National Academy of Sciences
report, to a crescendo which has been most active cluring the past 2
or 3 years. I think the international commissions and the Natiowd
Commission on Radiation Protection also have been in great part
responsible for this.

Representative I’RICE. on what criteria are you able to make the
assumption that yoL~make on page 2 that the average patient close in
the United States would be about the same as in countries whew it
has been surveyed !

Dr. CHAMBERLAIN. There are two things involved in this: I per-
sonally lmve travelecl extensively and have been a visiting professor
at such places as the University of Lund in Sweden. I have had inter-
change with other Western civilized countries to see what they do and
how they clo it. I think in general our meclical practice is quite com-
parable to Sweclcn ancl Uinitd Kingclom ancl not greatly different
from the Netherlands and parts of Western Germany.

There are some differences that are important, but they probably me
less important than the uncertainties of the earlier estimates that were
made in those countries and in our own country as to this medical
amount, As I say, I simply don’t know what the figure is, but I
think there is goocl reason to think that these studies which have been
carefully done in the other countries, with a rm!ghly comparable ex-
tent of radiological expertise, vroulcl make us think that we are prob-
ably within the same ballpark at least.

Representative PRICE. J~at was the impetus in these studies in
the countries that you ha~e mentioned t

Dr. (kmmmlL~rx. What made them c~othe studies originally?
Representative PRICE. Yes.
Dr. CHAMBERLAIN. I don’t really know exactly except that this in-

cre:we in interest in radiation exposure has been general, and, as I
~l>i otWtiOll 1):1S 1)(’~11sa~, the Internat)lonal C’olnnl ls.siol~(Ill Iii] clio!{j,~lr:l,

p~rticularly active in promulgating this and also the rules by which
such stuclies ought to be done.
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Representative PRICE. On page 3 you say it is also evident that the
means to accomplish significant improvement are at hand. You are
talking about radiation exposure, and so forth, there 1

Dr. CHAMBERLAIN.Ye% sir.
Representative PRICE. What are the means that you are thinking

about here !
Dr. CHAMBERLAIN.I think they are exactly the ones that Jhe Na-

tional Committee on Radiation Protection has been drummm g into
Generally, the increase in filtration, the more careful use

,,.,:$;.,,/<,,.:,.:.;>:.;:+;,:;({ ?,:>:;::~;:~j~j:it:~~:!~,,,~;‘;;;:::j:{’,,{.(:::!~.:,:i,l(,{:’j.,,:,,,,,,,,!,+ ,::.:,:.:(,:.~.!,i,.,{,’,., ,,.,,,\\\\>:
everyone.

,,.,:,:,~$,,~.,:,~...,.,.,.,.,S,,,:Q,:,,,,.,,,,,,,, ~,,,,.,,,,,,,.,\,~.,.’~.~,:..t~,~,~~>.~,,..$~ ~K!iJX:::::
of cones and such things that have to do with equipment, but even

~,.,j.:t

more important y the educated judgment of the people who choose
..\.

what procedures to do and how often to do them on which patients.
This to my mind is the place at which the great improvement in the

intelligent use of radiation can be achieved.
Representative PRICE. Also on page 3 of your statement you say

that many of the most important technical factors in dosage reduc-
tion also depend on highly skilled application of intelligence rather
than inherent characteristics of radiation apparatus.

Dr. CHAMBERLAIN. Yes? sir. i{:i;”:*:Ji5mjn:’>,$::*::$lF&y+;:#K$Y<;(,. ,.,h,.$7--,*:+;~~+;::<”~i

Itepresentative PRICE. Do all doctors and dentists have this skill?
Dr. CHAMBERLAIN. This gee= througk on to techniques and to

everyone who is involved in this. I think that, as I seem to be re-

peating myself M to w-hat, I said a cou])]e of years ago, there is a
variation in this expertise, but I hope that this survey of our educa-
cational program indicates that it is improved. At least a great num-
ber of us who are practicing medicine think it is improved. The
med~ml schools am cloing something about it, too.

l%~presentative l’RIcE. 1:1111talking :il~out the q[lestionnxire on page
4. Yon say a total of 4!).1 percent replied to this questionnaire.

Dr. CHAML3ERIJAIN. l’es.
Itepresentative PRICE. What about the other SO percent ?

Dr. CHAMBERLAIN. Of co~wse 50 percent is pretty good for a qlles- ~
tionn~ire reply in medicine.

Ilepresentative PRICE. This is a highly technical professional thing.
Dr. CIIA3113ERLA1N.l-es, sir.
Representative PLLICW.I would say in a normal qllestionnaire this

w-ol~ld be an exception~l response.
Dr. CHAMREILLAIN.I thought it was pretty good. At least N) per-

cent thfit replied gave 15~000 speeches, and I don’t know whether the
other 50 percent gave none or gave a few more. I thought it was
pretty goocl.

Inc]ch+nta]ly, our reply from the St:lt e me(lic:l 1 societies v-as also
just at30ut a JO-percent reply. Perhaps doctors pt so rn~lch u)ail
that they are not xs careflll about looking at it as they should.

Iiepresent ative PR1cE. Do you think they get :\s nlnch as we get?
You state on pfige s i hat the aver:]ge nllmber of l~o~lm in tl~c nle~lic:d

:~l~~o] 011~:~(i~:~tif)]~s<afrt~ ~iyen to nl{~(li(al 5tll(lPll!S is 4.4. 1)0 you
think il]is is atleqll:~te’? “ ‘

Dr. Ci11\3T11ERLAIN. of collrse, if this were the only ment i,}]l nmde
of radiation protection an(l ra(lia(ion control I wol!lcl s:~y it is ]lot
adequate.

I ;vonld like to see tl!;tt raised son]e, too, bitt it is difficlllt to know
just v;hat you Ouyll( to (10 in Ine(lic:ll culricul:t, pirkif)g out wpar:tte

,::
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hours on a subject. A lot of us believe that the best education is one
that is integrated into a whole icture.

\I would much rather see a iochemist in the first year of medical
school make a passing reference to radiation safety in the COUH8
of doing an experiment. That might be more effective than the
specialist spending 15 minutes talking about it as a subject. I think
this is an indication at least that the medical schools have looked at this
as something worth teaching and hopefully it is an indication that it
is being taken seriously in medical curricula.

Representative PRICE. Doee this include actual use of radiation
machums ?

Dr. CHAMBERLAIN.Usually the operation of machines is not taughti
to medical students during the period of their undergraduate school..
Most of the time that is done at the interne or resident phase.

Representative PRICE. On page 8 you mention th%t the Academy
of Pediatrics is discouraging conventional fluoroscope of infants ancl
children by their members. Does this mean actual discontinuance
of use of fluoroscopes !

Dr. CHAMBERLAIN.Not completely because there are conditions
which infants and children have for which they should be fluoroscopecl..
As a matter of fact, we fluoroscope them regularly in my own depart-
ment for adequate indication. But the motion of the Academy of
Pecliatrics was to discourage their members from doing it for conven -
tional purposes and doing it themselves unless they had special train-
ing in this. There are some pediatricians who are very highly trained
in radiological procedures, too, as well as certified ra-diolo~.sts.

Chairman HOLII-IELD.1~’hy do you have to use a fluoroscope exami-
nation in place of an X-ray Z

Dr. CHAMBERLMN.Usually it is for things in which the physio-
logical motion of the inside part is part of the diagnostic sitnation.
Such things as foreie~ bodies in the lungs, the fluoroscope of the
gccstrointestinal tract and such. For these and with the amplified
fluoroscopes that we are using now, we can feel relatively safe in doing
most everything for which fiuoroscopy is of vital importance. How-
e~er, I still would rather use the old fllloroscope for a suilicient]y
serious Conc{ition rather than to say you ShOUld not clo it at all.

Chairman HOLIFIELD.Is it possible to protect the gonads in the
evemt of an extended fluoroscopic examination?

Dr. CH~MBXFLLAIN.It is, unless the part that you are doing is in
this area. I make the proviso because for some very important
urology studies done on children recently, for example, it is absolutely
impossible to protect the gonads. But this is a situat]on in which the
child?s health is so vital and this study is so necessary to it—

Chairman HOLI~IEL~. You have to take a relative risk?
Dr. CHAMBERLAIN.Yes; that is exactly the point.
Representative PRm~. Docto~, in this modern age most of us assume

that almost erery child today 1s in the care of a pecliatrician. But
what do the records show as to the number of chilclren, percentage-
wise, that have the services of pediatricians?

Dr. CHAME~RLAIN.I don’t know the fi=qme, sir. I am sure that it
is not the majority of the chilclren in the country as a whole who are
taken care of by pediatricians regularly. I really don’t know the,
figure.

.,.
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Representative PRICE. On the use of the fluoroscope, are there any
records of radiation injuries to the patients? Forget the patient for
a minute. But the attending doctor or technician. Is there some
place you can go to the record of radiation injuries f

Dr. CHA~BERLAI~. I am not sure I understand. sir. From fluoro-
scope particularly t

,

Representative PRICE. Yes; from the use of fluoroscope instruments.
Dr. CHAMBERLAIN.With modern machines we just don’t see somatic

injuries to doctors and technicians any more. As you know there
..::.,.:’:,.., ~~~,,,,,,,!’,,. .,,,, .’+.,,),,,,,):.,,/,,,,::::,::::: ::,,,,,,,,.,.“..{~’i,:~:s$:x\\/,i\,.>l,i,;:{<:<!/>,:,;/.:\:::,,:,:,.;::\q~j~t;;::\:l\t.::\:?:!:;,: : .:::::,j,{!: :,, ,:...:

were many of these people in the early days of radiology and scattered
... ,:>:..,

instances of people who simply didn’t use any precautions at all from
,,.. . ,, ...:.+J.,.);${)]$M{,(.<.,.. ........ ,,,,...,,

as recently as 20 or 25 years ago.
Representative PRICE. Some of the older physicians are suffering

from it f
Dr. CHAMBERLAIN.That is right, from what they got that long ago;

yes, sir. ~owa.clays we just simply don’t get into this order of dosage
even out in the hinterland. I think it E practically unknown for

people to use fluoroscopes to the point of dernonsi rable damage. HowT-
ever, in modern depmtments we wear film baclges and do all the control

, ;.@,.J.&,;(@<,.......J-\t<<<..{.*::ti;+?:,/,(.,,! ,,.,, ., ::::.?.{>::{.;~,7T,+J’a+#&~\i?}(:\(+’,... !. . .. . .
methods to insure that we don’t get any~vhere nenr demonstrable effects

,.

from radiation and stay below the rachation guide levels. lfost of us

sta T down to a third or a quarter of the most stringent levels.
6 hairman HOLIFIELD. HIS there been any study of the degree of

radiation from television sets in order that you might give us %relative
figure of the amotlnt that is invol}-e(l there with children who hover
around these television sets for hours on end ant] in relation to
fallout radiation ?

Dr. CHAMBERLAIN.I know of the, one major paper on this by Dr.
Rrzestrup and a coauthor whose n:lnle I (’:u~’t think of for the moment.
The amounts given in this were very, very low. The question WM
whether the radiation amount was as hazardous to the chilcl as the
intellectual hazard of watching it for so many hours. It was getting
down to something like two one-hundredths of a rad per year, or
somethmg like that for prolonged wfitching. I am sorry I don’t
recall the exact figures. That one paper is the standard one, I think.

Chairman HOLILWELD. Is there, a strong protective scrutiny of the
sets for that purpose ?

Dr. CHAMBERLAIN. It is my understanding that it is. I am sure
someone else could tell you more properly about this. Thisl incide-
ntally, has to do with conventional receivers. There is some hazard in
projection receivers for which they have to take considerably more
precaution. But, of course, children would not be involved there.

Representative PRICE. NIr. Hosmer.
Representative HOSMER. Dr. Chamberlain, wily should it be neces-

sary in connection with a profession which dedicztes itself to the
heal th and well-being of mankind to have Government police that
profession and its use of radiological equipment?

Dr. CHAM~LmLMN.I don’t know if I can answer that question, sir.
There are some prececlents, of cours~, in it. In State IiCensure of
physicii~ns, physicians stand examination; presumably for the protec-
tion of the public and the insuring of some reasonable level of stand-
ards that physicians are licensed in the variolts States. I think my
own feeling 1s 1hat, regulatory measnres are less effective generally

N;s53-G2-pt. 1—20
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than educational ones and that most doctors will respond to appeal
to their consciences and their intellects to do a, better and better job.

Re resentative Howmm. Have the doctors of the city of New York
%had t eir consciences and intellects appealed to in this connection?

Dr. CHAMBERLAIN.I think you can look at what Mr. Blatz is doing
in a way in which much of what he found, I imagine, was unknown
to the physicians and was an unwitting situation that could be
improve-d.

Representative HOSMER.Doesn’t the physician have an obligation to
know the safety of the equipment that he uses on his patients?

Dr. CHAMBERLAIN. He should be as skilled and as knowledgeable

as possible.
Representative Hosmm. Yet Mr. Blatz in January 1962 in New

York City inspected 393 X-ray machines in the ofices of medical
doctors in that city, and he found only W of ~hese pieces of machinery
in a satisfactory condition; 13 percent satisfactory, 87 percent un-
satisfactory.

Dr. CHAMBERLAIN. This, of course, has to do also with what the
rules of satisfactory and unsatisfactory are. We did a similar survey
in Philadelphia.

Represent ative HOSMER. Were Mr. Blatz’ ru]es unreasonable?
Dr. CHAMBERLAIN. Xo; they are reasonable. But they are of relative

cleg.-ee of importance. We aid a similar study in Philadelphia and
by critical standards about TS percent of the apparatus did not meet
what we liked it to.

Ilepresentntive HOS~IER. In that, connection, Dr. Chamberlain, 2

ye:~r~ ago you test itied that 86Y( perce] It was out of Wha C!{.

] )r. &.i31BEl:LAIN. &Wt~~.

Representative HOSMER. .Ire you correcting your figure t
Dr. CHAMBERLAIN. Thmt is my nearest recollection. But the greater

majority of those machines could be brougit up to satisfactory condi-
tion wit h very minor changes w-hicl] simply were not known to the
owners of the apparatus.

Representative HOSMER. Tlmt survey ~vas a control survey and was
ln:ade about 61/2 years ago; is that right ?

Dr. CHAMBERLAIN. That one in Philadelphia?

Representative HosxER. ~“es.
Dr. CHA3rRERL.~lN. 3:0; not that long ago.
Representative IIOSJIER. In 1960 you testified it ~~as macle about

Qb years ago.
Dr. C!IIAlfRERL.\IX.Was tl]at the dental one or the medical mw,

sir t
Representat.i~’e ITos]rER. l’hat was the medical one.
Dr. CHAMBERLAIN.I will take yolw worcl. I did not look that u])

in advance.
Ibpresent at ive HOSMRR. That was a control stlldy, and it was snp-

pose(l to be fc)llowod t~p. What lmppenecl ill connection with the
follc)wup ?

‘Dr. (; IIAMBI:RLAIN-.It has been followecl up. I do not lulve the

figures. The dental one also.
Represwltatire IIosJnm. You stiy at, tlw presw)t time all of tl]e

equipment in the city of Philadelphia lIas been inspected ?
Dr. CII.\MImnLL\TX. I think at leas t ~)~ perce]lt of it 1):1s. I do :I{)t

[mow’. a~ain, the exact fignre.
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Representative HOSMER. Is it a continuous program?
Dr. CHAMBERLAIN.Yes.
Representative HOS~ER. Are they still &ding about two-thirds or

three-fourths of the equipment deficient?
Dr. CHAMRERLAI~. My impression is that they have regularly found

the equipment to be im roved every time that they have reinspected,
1but I do not have the inn-es.

Representative HOSM~R. Do you have the figures on the latest in-
spection ?

,, ,.:x$,.:;,s,.,,,,,::::::,:i~.,i,,;,::,,,. “. ,.,,::!~j>,).:$!,:,’,:>,+.,:,( :’:;:;;;::.:;:{:,,:,.,,, ,,:,,t::f:,,,-::,..,.,\.\,’::\’.:”.:~:
Dr. CHAMBERLAIN.No, I do no$ sir.

:, .,:.’:.+.,;:,;,.:... ,::,,,,,$ ...,,.,,:,s,) ,.,, ,,, ;, ,,, .,

Representative HOSMER. In this survey that you mentioned that ,.(~.,,

was carried on by the American College of Radiology a number of
questions were askecl relative to the public relations operations of the
radiologists, how many speeches they made and articles they had writ-
ten and so forth. Were there any questions submitted to them with
respect to the equipment and its maintenance, or lack thereof?

Dr. CH.URERLAIX. The speeches and such were not public relations
things. These were professional education of the medical profession.
It had nothing to do with speaking before the lay public. No ques-
tion was asked in this questionnaire concerning specific items of
equipment. A question was askecl which was more germane, how-
evel”—althoug-h it was an opinion-as to what they thought of the

achievable improvement that had been accomplished in their local
area. I would be the first to emphasize that this is an opinion but I
don!t know any other way to arrive at this.

Representative HOSXER. I~et me ask yOL~ this question:
In the t~niversity of Pennsylvania medical courses on radiological

safety, or whatever it is yoLi cdl them, what standards are suggested
to buclding hI.D.’s with respect to the maintenance of any X-ray or
ot!~er rachological equipment that, they may acquire in their practice?

Dr. C1f.mIRx~LMN. yoL~ mean an outline of what is taught Lo them ?
Representative I-IOSMER.I wznt to know what yoL~teach them to

do. Specifically witl~ respect to keeping their equipment in good
order.

Dr. CIL~MR~RLAIiY.I clon’t think, as I say, that the equipment ought
to be overemphasized in this. ~lre teach oLm people, however, that
theyought to hare their equipment inspected by someone who is quali-
fied m this. If they personally become qualified by training this is all
right. If not, they ought to get someone who is. We teach them the
features of fluorosc~pes and mcliogmphic equipment which are quite
the same as tile h’atlo~lal Comnlittee on Radiation l’rotect.ion Stand-
:Lrclsand the college booklet and sucl~ all emphasize. But more im-
portantly we try to teac]l them the philosophy of how to use radiltion
v~”ithcare :uld w it!Lwh:tt we hop: is lvisdom. I think that the equip-
ment, side. of t.bis should not be overempha.i.zed. It is only one part
of the. whole picture.

Representative HOSIWER. I happen to believe that the status of the
ec~uipment has been L~ll(lerel~J1~ll:~sizecl.It was so indicated in your
pre ‘ti”ioil~testin~ony, and ]“ nm tryiug to find out if there is any improve-
ment that lms been mxde.

Specifically, you have stated thus far that you tell your students
d~at tll~y ought, to ]lare tl~eir equipment in good order ancl onght to
l]ave it ]Ilspect.ed if they do not lmcome technical experts in the equip-
111(’llt tl)el)lsP]\Ts?
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Dr. CHAMBERLAIN.That is right.
Representative HOSMER.With what frequency do you suga=t that

tihey have the equipment inspected by some qualified individual?
Dr. CHAMBERLAIN.This is different for different types of equip-

ment. If a man is using a fluoroscope, for instance, only occasionally
and there is no change made in the tube or the other arrangements of
the machinery I am sure once every 2 or 3 years is quite adequate. In
another situation such as a machine in high use in my own department
we will inspect it as often as once a week with a check calibration.

Representative HOSMER. The doctor himself, when he leaves the
medical school, what does he feel his responsibility is with respect to
checking his equipment ?

Dr. CHAMBERLAIN.Most of them -who are using the equipment oc-
casiomdly, once every 2 or 3 years is quiti sufficient, unless a change
is made.

Representative HOSMER. Isn’t the man who uses the equipment least
frequently the one who may use it most grossly?

Dr. CHAMBERLAIN.But he uses it on fewer people less often.
Representative HOSMER. In other words, the risk to the total pop-

ulation is less but to the individual is greater?
Dr. CHAMBERLAIN.None of these levels that we are using now are

of any significant risk to the individual anyway. This is of impor-
tance in the whole movement to cleaning up radiation. It is largely
one of good hygiene and also of trying to reduce large volume effects
over population groups.

Representative HOSMER. How many hours’ schooling does a medical
student Ltke ?

Dr. CHAMBERLAIN.In the total in his 4 years?
Representative HOSMER. l-es.
Dr. CHAM~~RLAIX. I haven’t worked it out.
Representative HOSMER. I am trying to get some feeling. You say

the average number of hours of radiation safety given to medicaI
students is 4.4!

Dr. CHAMBERLMN. Specifically to this purpose. This is not count-
ing what may be indirectly brought into other parts of his courses.

Representative HOSMER. Is that a semester-hour figure?
Dr. CHMWBERLAIN.No; this is a total of the 4 years of medical train-

ing in most meclical schools.
Representative HOSMER. How many hours of training do they get

a year, then!
Dr. CHAMBERLAIN.They usually go for 9 months all day long, 51A.

days a week. I can’t work lt out for you this fast.
Representative HOSMER. You mean over the 4 years that they go

to mediczl school they spend a total of 4 hours and 24 minutes hearing
about radiological safety. Is that what you intend to say i

Dr. CII,iMI~ERLAIN.That is the best average figure we could work
out from inquiring from the professors in the various medical schools.
I think it is probably good compare(i to some other importwit subjects

such as the toxicology of serious drugs :u~cl so forth. It, is quite z
comnmn d abl e amount of time. Probzbly about in order, as Mr. Price
saicl, v;ollld I increase it+ I think I would increase it to perhaps s or
6, but I think anything more than that would probably be a loss of
perspective in the total of medical education.
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Representative Hommn. These 1,400 kits that the Cone e of Radia-
ftion have sent out, what were they, kits full of li~ra~ure o some !tid ?

Dr. CH,AMRMUAI~. They are reprints from the literature having tO
do with radiation control. There are a couple of my papers in them
and similar things as written by Dr. Hodges and other people. They
are the basis for making up lectures and talks on radiation protection
for other practitioners.

Representative HOSMER. On what basis were the persons who re- ,:::;:,/.,:;::i:,:(+ ,,:~::,,.,.,,,::,;::t::::i(.,(,. :::::.I$:;:<, !,”(..:...,,,,,$.,,,/,,,.,,,;;,.:, ,.,,,..,,,:,:::$:,,,,,,~::::;:,::j:,t,.:,:,,.:...,,, ... ,,,,,~~,,,~,~.,>.,::,.::\$.,,,.(,\,~,
ceived them selected? :::,:,,:~,$

Dr. CHAMBERLAIN.They asked for these kits. Announcements ~ ~.
were made in radiology journals that they were available and they
were sent out on request.

Representative HOSMER. In other words, this was a speech kit?
Dr. CHA~mERLAIN.An educational kit.
Representative HOSMER. Some 5,000 belon to the American Col-

fle e. Are they the ones who specialize in ra iology ?
% r. CHAMBERLAIN.It is essentially the total medical s ecialists in

fradiology with a few certified radiological physicists w o are asso- .,i:<;i::.,:;jyt:l;.:j:bj:.?;f::$$’;,.:
ciated members.

“:’“-:;:kk:t.1:: p,,,w;,~:$;<;::~t~(!:;!i:::t~+..$y . .,

Representative HOSMER. I suppose those who specialize in this field
take a great deal more. time in instruction in that than the ordinary
practitioner, is that right?

Dr. CHmBERLAI~. Yes, sir. This is a 3-year minimum specialty
course in radiology alone after medical school and internshi .

IRepresent ative HOSMER. Yet the average practitioner w“ 1 usually
lave an X-ray machine in his office, will he?

Dr. CHAMBERLAIN.I don’t think the average do. We have had
figures on that in the past. But I think it is considerably less than
half of the general practitioners.

Representative PRICE. Are you getting away from that ?
Dr. CHAMBERLAIN.Yes.
Representative PRICE. And you have the practitioner sending his <+(

patients to the radiologist?
Dr. CHAMBERUIN. There is less and less of the general practitioner

doing his radiological work for many reasons. Even by numbers it
doesn’t give you an accurate picture of this because of the relative
volume of work being done. But it is mostly a matter of background,
of elaborateness of apparatus, as well as economics.

Representative HOS~ER. Let me say this, Doctor, I don’t think the
profession has really executed its responsibility until this percentage
of OK inspections reaches just about, a hundred.

Dr. CHAMBERLAIN.I would like to see it myself.
Representative HOSMER.From the present total of 13.
Dr. CH.OiBERLAIN. I would certainly agree.
Representative Hosimm. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. RAMEY, In your testimony in 1960 you mentioned that the

American Medical Association w-asestablishing a committee on atomic
medicine and ionizing radiation and that this might represent a
broader entrance of the AMA into this fielcl of interest. Since that
time have they shown my increased activity or interest?

Dr. CH.4J1B~RL-?IN.~ cmmot answer that, Mr. Ramey. I have not
been a part of tlus actmty of the American Medical Association.
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Mr. R.AMEY. One other question, Mr. Chairman: In some of our
ea,rlier discussions we have looked at the Federal Radiation Council
guides and the maximum permissible doses established by the NCRP
and ICRP. Both of those types of guides do not include medical
exposure under their maximum figures. The National Academy of
Sciences, I believe, however, did in a sort of additive way a.sI recall,
set up one.

Do you think it -would be desirable in setting guides that it would
not be man~at ory or re~mlatory that the amount of medical exposure
to the popul ation be taken into account ?

Dr. CHAMBERLAIN.This is a most troublesome question. I can
again only give you a personal opinion on this because there are people
with different opinions. Some who feel there ought to be a bank
account from which you can only clraw so much. As I look at the
hazards of life and of what we have to undergo-how much hazard
we have to undergo-in order to do things we want to do, it seems to
me that, any such limit that yon would put on medical use would,
only be put there to be broken for adequate cause. Consequently I
can see no purpose of putting the limit on to begin with.

As I indicated a little while ago, if we can appreciably help the
health of people for relatively minor risks by quadrupling or even
increasing tenfold the rxdiatlon exposure, I think we will accept it
and we probably shou]d zccept it. If we were not going to get very
much out of It~ I WOU1d feel 1ess and 1ess happy about an increase
beir]g made. I think that. even those who are more concerned or who
have expressed the most, conce~, such as the genuine interest of people
in the ~ationaJ Academy of Science genetics group particularly in not
wanting to exceed certain levels! they felt that, this ought. not to be
exceeded without good solid reason. Perhxps they -were not as a-ware
of what is the potential trend in the future of benefits to be derived
from an increased use of radiation.

As long as they set a warning not to exceed, a level on the basis that
we could impro~-e what we were doing then, I WOU1d agree with them.
If you set a level -which we shonld not exceed in the future and then use
it to stymie the clevelopment. of worthwhile medical procedures I am
against it.

IWr. R.AMEY. Actually according to -yonr fibq-u-es it has been going
down on the average!

Dr. CHAMBERLAIN, I am not sure it went down. I am not sure
but what the earlier estimates were based on very fragmentary back-
ground. But, it probably has gone down some. At the same time it
wonldn’t surprise me to see it, go LIp manifold in the next few yexrs.

Mr. RAMEY. on the average?
Dr. ~H4~11BER1..41X. p~~o~llc+ive rad iation : I-W. sir.
Mr. RAMFW. or just for individ~lals ? ‘
Dr. CIIAIIBERLAIN. I think we hnve to get prepared for the total

use of rxdiation to increaw. I think a ~rent. part of this, however,
will be on people who are sick. Hopefldly, however, if we can kfiep
them zlive lonper by doing these procedures then t.h~ir radiation
becomes significant. again.

Representative PRmm Thank you ~-erv much, Dr. Chambcrl min.
The committee appreciates having your stztement.
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Dr. CIXAMBERLAIN.Thank yoL~,Mr. Price.
Representative PRICE. The next witness will be DI-. Herbert Parker,

manager of the Hanford Laboratories.

STATE1’IENT Ol? HERBERT M, PARKER,’ MANAGER, HANFORD
LABORATORIES, GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.

Mr. PARKER. W. Chairman and members of the committee, the
material I am reporting was assembled by a number of my associates
whose help I woLdcl like to acknowledge. Perhaps my submitted
paper w-ill be acceptable for the published record and I will try to
condense it here.

In the hearings on radiation protection exiteria and standards con-
ducted by the tJoint Committee, I)r. Failla, whose loss its being keenly
felt by all of us in the field, macle some observations entitled “Giving
Credit Where Credit Is Due,” in which he congratu] ated the ,Joint
Committee on the excellence of the hearings cm radiation protection.
It is a privilege to contribute to the present hearings to bring these
matters up to date. Dr. Failla’s testimony also emphasized the }mpor-
tance of the recommendations of the NCRP and the ICRP, many
others at that, time noted that the basis for most of the standards used
for the protection of both individuals and populations at that time
were recommendations of these two bodies. The situation is essentially
unchanged today. Important activities in detailed formulation of
standards and reamlations continue in many other bodies, AEC, FRC,
some of the States, Public Health Service, American Standards i~sso-
ciation, and others, but the bases for these standards are still precionli-
nantl y the recommendations of the ~CRP.

,<,
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AS to new develo ments since 1960, they are possibly not too strik-
ing. In this perio J the philosophy and concepts and quite often the
actual language of the recommendations of the NCRP and ICRP have
been applied and incorporated into sections of Federal and State codes
and into policies of the rivate industrial organizations. Noteworthy

fapplications in this fie d have been made by the Federal Radiation
Council and you have heard from other witnesses about the range
concept which carries, as I see it, the promise of introducing much
needed flexibility.

Another noteworthy development has been a statement by the
NCRP on exposure limits that would apply to emergency situations.
This is their Report No. 29. Although this is pitched more directly
at the civil defense situation it applies quite reasonably to guide j usti-
fiable action in the event of serious emergencies of industrial origin.

Turning directly to the industrial situatiop, we can perhaps define
three categories of industrial users of radiation. The largest single
category is composed of AEC contractors who account for two-thirds
of the estimated employment in the entire atomic energy field. These
are involved in quite complex uses of radiation sources and need to
apply their standards to a wide variety of conditions. In controlling
this the AEC is assured by contract terms that the contractor pro-
poses to maintain certain minimum radiation protection standards.
These are controlled by the AEC manual chapters which are them-
selves based rather directly on the NCRP recommendations.

The second category of industrial users we would define as AEC
licensees. This is the principal general industrial group, complying
with regulations specifically formulated for the purpose and applied
by the Commission.

I am told there are some 10,500 such licenses in force and compliance
with standards is required through title 10 of the Code of Federal
Re lations.

Tn this case there is a very wide spectrum of need. The standards
utilized by licensees vary from minimum controls over small separate
sources to sitnations about as complex as those characterized in the
principal AEC ccmtract ors’ work.

The third group would include the users of radiation sources not
covered by the Atomic Eneregy Act. This is macle up of a group of
industrial firms engaged in sllch activities as nondestructive testing
as well as those actually manufacturing radiation machines and instru-
ments. of course, in these kinds of work they use radiation sources
such as X-ray machines, radium, and some raclionuclides that escape
from the AEC aegis. The principal ~~iclance in this case is contained
directly in the recommendations of the NCRP, with about half our
States having State regulations which exercise some control over these
situations. It is possible, of course., one should note, for one industrial
firm simultaneously to fall under the jurisdiction of all three of these
types of control.

In practical administrative application, almost wi t.bout exception
some modification or interpretation of stanckwds and codes is neces-
sary nnd must be provided before a standard becomes implemented
as a working reality in the work atmosphere.

In the case of the modest user, the maximum hazard l~eis concerned
with may be both small in itself ancl easily predictable. In those
cases he may well elect to relate his performance (lirectly to the 1angu-
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age of the formal legal standards. More generally the quantity and
variety of radiation sources or the very complexity of the facilities
involved is such that the rogram has to be headed by a separate

F’responsible radiological sa ety officer. Such a man will have at least
some knowledge of the history and development of the basic recom-
mendations and is in a, position to guide the program by applying
the underlyin philosophy and intent of the standards as well as the

7actual termino ogy of the legal instruments.
The first chart (table I, p. 319) if Dr. Taylor will be ood enough to

%show it shows some of the details which get revolved in t e work of the
large contractors in making a tight internal system of control with the
controls responsive to the legal standards but characteristically are
more stringent because of the potential for significant exposure which
arises in these cases and mainly because of the com lexities of convert-

%ing clifferent types of ex osure to a common base, w ich I believe is still
f’actually the major prob em for all of us.

Another important administrative aspect is the establishment in
the larger industrial concerns of a work climate and a.n employee atti-
tude favorable to good radiological control. JVe believe that written
standards and procedures alone just do not give assurance that people
hnve the understanding to enable them consistently to do the right
thing.

Continuing education in the basic intent of protection standards
seems to be Important in this. The final success of such a radiation
protection program is then, as we see i!, usually more dependent on
the voluntary acceptance of a way of hfe in dealing with radiation
than upon literal conformance to some rule.

A word now about the present problem areas in the industrial ap-
plication of standards. Let me say first that we see no current ma jor
problem in this area, except the one I mentioned before of the realistic
adding u of all the contributions to exposure. With this limitation

fthe possi le problems are like this. First, the transfer of certain r~g-
ulatory responsibilities from the AEC to the States has been .gomg
on in the period we are talking about. Despite the probable intent
of all the parties to maintain reasonable uniformity within the State
regulations there is opportunity for inconsistencies, gaps, and overlaps
between these several cocles. Some of these, although in truth th~y
are relatively minor, have already appeared. The future or potentml
problem encountered by an industrial firm which may have atomic
activities in several States each with different requirements and also
having licensee ancl contractor relatiol~ships with the AEC is obvious.

Another problem is the actual format. and language of the standard
itself. We have our divergent viewpoints on the degree of specificity
and the amount of methodology which should be contained in these
standm-ds, but broadly the industrial users join in making a very
strong plea that it is important, t,llat the stan&u-ds be written as per-
formance standards ancl not, as a specif,c detailing of the mechanics or
interpretive methods for doi?lg the jobs. Iclentifying the end point
and not the methoc] is the key Issue here.

Relating to these problems of incorporating methodology into stand-
ards is the imparting of the same apparent sense of validity and
wei,ght of law in the various secondw-y standards that are so usec]
as 1s warranted in the case of the primary or basic standards. The
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$uestion of internal depositions is partly under this heading because
t e internal depositions may come largely from breathing and drink-
ing. Our recommendations tend to consist of lists of permissible con-
centrations or radiation protection guides, in air or water. These are
in themselevs somewhat secondary standard~, ve

7
useful on?, as

guides to prudent operation. The application o these lists m a
rigorous or statutory manner instead of going back to the basic dose
requirements with respect to the individual can either be very burden-
some on the one hand or actually not restrictive enough on the other
hand where various biological concentrating mechanisms intervene
between the initial water supplies and the consumption of food after
the processing of products through a food chain.

Another significant problem not related to standards but to the way
we think about them M the natural tendency among the public and
perhaps to some extent even in the courts to equate the exceeding of
some specific limit with injury to the recipient. Serious problems
will enter into the business if radiation protection guides are errone-
ously used as criteria for determination of either the existence or the
extent of injury. In this country radiation protection standards are
not based on concepts of establishing permissible doses at leds just
below the point of injury.

As I understand the present efforts of the Public Health Service,
that ~genc~ is particularly cognizant of this overall problem of over-
simphficatlon of limits a]lcl tencls to what I call a retrospective assess-
ment of each case on its own merits.

As seen by industry, this approzch carried to the Iimi t won>t stand
up. Inclust,ry and the public which rightly attempts to jnclge the
actions of inclustry must ha~-e prospect.lve targets, not retrospective
ones. Unfortunately in inclustry, which is technology based here, we
tencl to equate prospective target with a ver~- simple go, no-go gage or
the discrimination of black and white.

one almost, henrs a. modern Decatur exclaiming, ‘L(hr numbers,
may they be always in the right, bllt our numbers, ri,ght or wrong.)’
The two extreme positions are not vet reconciled. If we accept the
principle of acceptable risk in rac~iation expomre, and there is no
alternative tociay~ insteacl of black and -ivhite? we have only infinite
gradation of gray from perhaps a, black relatll?g to significant over-
exposure, grading down but never reaching white. It is beyond our
wits to quantify such a scale. Yet the attempt has to be made at least
to define bands of grav. The three ranges as usecl by the Federal
Radiation Council, I thnk, are precisely ~uch an attempt which I hwve
translated into fashionable color twmmolo~~ with range I being
.4rcadian gray, range 11 being Achil]ean g-ray, and range 111 being
Augean gray.

Representati ~-e HOSMER. Do you 11:1~-e a color chart with yOII?
~Ir. ~.iRKI;R, 1 am not, ~ble to put precise numbers on these shacles

of ,q,ay bnt I c1assi f ~ .\l.~ac~i:lngra~ aS pure :Ind clean for the rele-
v:ll)t I;urpose, an(l :i’u~ean gray col;t xining z reference to the well-
IOIOIVIIstables of llisto~y, :UId the mi(ldlr range, if T mny clarify that:
as I rem]] Achilles, lW WaS pretty solln(l hut he lIad a c.onp]e o t Iveak
$@~ ot.lt?o]] P:ICIIIWel, Tllnt is the derivation of these rangm.

PIII)llC (>(ll]Cfliion, or in ():h?r Ivoy(ls. (loi}l~ n Iwtter j:)b tl::!ll I r:ln
(10 pictorinlllr i]] int(~rpret, inu tl]~, sII:{(?w of ~r:lv TYel)nve in mind,

is still vit:lliy 11~’tvlwl:111(I(low Iloi f.ollle easilv. W(I 1ook to tl)e Fed-
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eral Radiation Council mainly to provide the Nation with authorita-
tive judgments. Their recent Report No. 3, which we received since
this was written, a pears to me to be an excellent example of this as

1applied to thes eci c topic of fallout.
%We see that t e radiation protection standards over the past period,

20 years if you like tQuse that period, have served the Nation well and
further aggressive research in support of establishin better princi-

%pies and achieving more resourceful codification of t w principles ;’v:::,,..: :’{: ,: , !: ;:;;;, :. ;{’;; ;i~. ,{,:{,~~,,. ;:
should help us to make this statement again 20 years from now.

Let us take a brief look at the numbers that we can invoke from
the industrial experience. We are talking about what is looked on as
an explosively expanding industry but It is neither explosive nor
quite so expanding when we remember that there are said to be some
200,000 people in the present work force in atomic energy. This is
small in comparison with major industries. Nevertheless, a. reason-
able body of experience is accumulating which points, I belleve, on
the whole to success in minimizing exposure through prudent desi
and strict enough ccmn-ol. rWe have to pick small portions of t e ;~~~~$:)*~+~fi$;.:<J`jt*~$$;,*+&!.cl!~*~i:;;::r.fi~:i:;!>(:?.ff$,y;iw~*<.@{ .
total rword to put. numbers on them, and table 1 shows some of these

,, ,. ‘$i’,;v

for external exposure alone. I will not elaborate these because they
are in the published record by the AFX.

Exposure records show on the whole that the vast majority of
workers in the AEC complex only receive a radiation dose of less
than 1 rem per year ancl furthermore only in a very few cases-and
we count about I worker in 10,000—has the l?Tational Committee on
Radiation Protection short-term control limit of 3 reins in 13 weeks
been exceeded. This alw~ys seems to come from some kind of accident
rather than from regul m planning.

We attempted, since your committee announced these hearings, to
make z survey to get more up-to-date information from all industry
and were not able to obtain data that I would consider comprehensive.
But from a fairly substantial body of representative major users
covering about 30,000 people who were all actively engaged in this
field, and this includes private work as well M that, responsive to
AEC contracts, the average annual radiation exposure for the last 2
years, that is, 1960 a,nd 1961, seems to run at about three-tenths of a

.,,.,/:,

rem per person.
Thinking for a moment of the f~irly standard formula for maximum

accumulated dose, the one which is written as 5 (N – 18) reins with N
being a number equal to the present age of the individual in year%
replying to your survey and including ours, since we have recently
a.cqulrecl one, only two cases showed accumulated doses exceeding the
formuln values. If yo~~go back to sources that we cannot always docu-
ment but come from the professionals talking with each other in the
field we know altogether of about 15 cases in the country in which this
formula has been exceeded an(l we guess that if our sources were cmn-
plete, this number mivht be doubled. So there may be mbout 30 situa-
tions in the whole of”industry exceeding the maximllm accnmulateii
fl~se. ~ sho~,l~l reite~:lte t]l:~t mal~y of tlle,se c~o not represent real in-
jury to tl]e rwipienis and some, . ~c~rvkin l)y t]le numbers, wi ]1 be self-
correcting, since t]le respec,ti ye v;lllles (}f IV for these l~eople is steadily
increasing an{l IIIOSL of t]l~m aye now wit Il(lrawn froul a(ldit ional
1‘:1c1i:1t.ion work.
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To the best of our knowledge these cases are principally due to
single large accidental exposures rather than to a running steady
accumulation over the years.

Coming now to the case of the experience of the small users here
we could find little or no public data that would give us values needed
by the committee. We examined the most recent data on licensing ex-

T
rience as reported by the AEC for about a 1~2-year period ending

ast November. In that period there were some 10,000 licenses in force.
There were 40 radiation incidents reported which you would classify
mostly as being minor in nature. None of them, m fact, reported ~
ve

8
serious level of radiation exposure.

oing now to the internal deposition which is more difficult to put
into numbers, the nationwide experience in this respect is just not
available. We tried to get some more in our limited survey and the
answers there were interesting in that they showed a nearly complete
absence of significant de sition cases.

YIn order to have num ers that we can support better, howeve[, let
me quote the Hanford experience which was: 6,000 man-years of duxxt
work with one of our most dangerous elements~ namely? ??luto@%
shows us with only three employees with body burdens of plutonmm
approximating or exceeding the present standards. ‘1’hese quantities
are such that none is expected to present any clinically observable
symptoms and none have ap ared.

FAt Hanford, with about 5,000 man-years of experience in working
with other radionuclides, no other internal depositions have occurred
except for a few minor transitory cases involving materials of short
half-life.

The important aspect of the environmental radiation is what we
contribute to our friends and neighbors around a plant such as we
have at Hanford. Here we can conclude-again without giving
wholly reliable numbers—that persons living in the vicinity of such
installations recc ive but a small fraction of radiation from these addit-
ional sources of that. acquired from n~tural background. In fact,
the contribution there received is for the most part overshadowed by
the contribution from worldwide fallout, which I understand is already
regarded as not being very h}gh at this time. AS to the average e~-
posure f rom industrial operat.ions which wotlld relate to the.genetlca}ly
significant population around the atomic energy plants, lf we tried
to spread this over a few million people, we are not, ~ble to give Preci Se
numbers but we can give some evidence that, it must certmnly be only
a small fraction of 1 millirem per person per year. You will recall
the dose from natural background orclinfiri]y falls in the range of 100
to 200 millirem. The gonad dose from fallout in our region, which
is lower than thxt reported for the h“ation at large, is about On tl~e
order of 5 millirem per year at the present time.

A slightly less favorable aspect refers to situations which may arise
in the Immediate vicinity of any large atolnic energy plant SUCll~s
ours which lead to doses several times those which currently exist
from fallout. This )Jill n]ise n~ainly lvith iilclivi:luals ~vitl~ till(’Olil-

mon food habits or other idiosyncrasies. It is very hmrd il~deed to
make reliable calcnl ations of what these exposures may be, but using
the best data available to us we have concluded for some time that In
the vicinity of the Hanforfl project, as an example of the larger scale

,,,,,:,.
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operations, these doses may come to about 30 percent of the appropriate
limits.

Representative HOSMER.What kind of an uncommon food habit
would create this situation ? Like a liking for plutonium?

Mr. PARKER. No; we have not yet gotten so sold on the virtues of
plutonium, although we regard it highly, as to consider it a food.
We for example, Mr. Hosmer, unwittingly or Unavoidably at. the
present time insert radioactive products into the Columbia River.

. .:”,,::,.::.: , :;.:,:;:,,,;::,k,,<,:::::: .:.., .~.:::,:~:,,;.~(.,,.’:, .,..... , ;,...,,,,.:.~,,~,. ~,
This will go through various life forms including a rather noted
deposition in shellfish. An uncommon food habit example might
be a man who lived exclusi~-ely on shellfish rather than the normnl
diet.

The British situation has a community which eats a seaweed and
this seaweed would have to be the one that accumulates a rather
spectacular amount of radioactive debris that the British insert into
the sea. ,This is representative———

Representative HOSMER.In other words, you cannot be a faddist
in the State of Washington. That is what can be concluded. -,. :’-J.,..,..; .}., ,....,,+, ...;~~$/<;~<~:+i{<~:;~j~);?+ j,,@.;@{+$>tti.,:t~*?#.~*:!.i!:~:*l).:,..,J,,

Mr. PARKER. I think one could broaden that and say ‘(Don’t be a
food faddist in any State.”

Mr. RAMEY. Was there someone around Calder Hall who ate
lobsters entirely as an advertisement and they had to raise their
standard on his intake so they wouldn’t. hurt V

Mr. PARKER. I am not familiar with that specific instance.
In our case in this area where we do have uncertainty because of

these individual habits things are looking up with the expanded
availability of the whole body counter which is giving L~sa method
of measuring what radioactive materials actually exist in the body.
We hope, if we are asked to report to you at some subsequent time,
that the data here will be very much improved.

one can get some indirect reference to the situation in industry
by looking at accidents, Accidents can range all the way from minor
spills of radioactive contaminants to the serious nuclear excursions,
the criticality incidents Llpto and including loss of life. These latter
are the ones that are spectacular. They are well characterized and
well reported. The next. chart. (table 11, p. 319) reveals the rate at
which criticality type accidents are accrniny in the lJnited States.
Within the limit of statistics of numbers like 1 nnd 2, one has to say
that 1 :uld 2 are eqlml and the s~lmn]atio]~ of this experience is that
major accidents in the business is continuing at a steady rate. That,
situation is not conspicuously favorable nor is it conspicuously unfav-
orable since presumably some accidents will always occL1r.

I hoped to report on the feasibility and cost to industry of main-
taining appropriate levels of protection: since these are important
ultimately to a thriving industry. I find nothing new to report here.

I would say a good qumlity of protection is being achieved, though
not too cheaply, and this will continue as long as the applicable base
limits continue to be more or less stable. 3Teither C1OI see evidence
that calls for a ra(licxl chan~e ill these limits. In some cases. in Inct,
as in plntonilun (deposition, them may even be. a tendency to regard
tile prmel~t safety lnargin :2s]klore than adequate.

Fi]}ally, Mr. Clmirmnn zn(l ~entlemen. tl]ere is a tendency to relate
tl~e care fnl control and work (lim:lte i]l tl}is specific appllc:ztioll of
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standards to safety performance as a whole. For reference, the final
table (table 111, p. 320) I have which 1 will not read gives the data for
AEC contractors compared with similar experience by all industries.
It is suggested that continued perf ormance of this type should lead to
a better appreciation by the general public that the Atomic Energy
installations are indeed among the safest of our industrial p] ants.

Thank you, gentlemen.
(Mr. Parker’s prepared statement. follows:)

RAOIATIOE PROTE~IOX STANDASDS: THE INDUSTRIAL SITUATION

(By H. M. Parker, manager, Hanford Laboratories, General Elwtric Co:)

INTBODUCI’ION

AMYname is Herbert hf. Parker, and I am employed by the General Electric
Co. as manager, Hanford Laboratories, Richland, Wash. The material that I
mu reporting was assembled by a number of my associates, including pareticularly
A. R. Keene, L. A. Carter, J. W. Vanderbeek, and R. F. Foster, whose help I
acknowledge.

I should also identify my position as chairman of the NCRP subcommittee on
basic radiation protection criteria.

PUIXCIPAL RADIATION PEOTEC’1IONSTAZDARLMAPPL1CABLETOINDUS’I’RY

In the hearings on “Raciiation Protection Criteria and Standards” conducted
by the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy in 1900, one of the most knowledgeable
and respected men in the the radiation protection field presented his usual
thought-provoking testimony to the committee on the development and status of
the bases for radiation protection standards. He also included some observa-
tions which he titled “Giving Credit Where Credit Is Due.” In this last section of
his testimouy he offered his congratulations to the Joint Committee on the excel-
lence of the public hearings which were conducted by the committee. He stated
that. these betirin~s have “served the purpose of clarifying the problenw in the
public mind and the printed reports provide an up-to-date summary of the scien
tific status of this field.” (1 )‘ It is a privilege to contribute to the hear]ugs
which the Joint Committee is conducting at this time, to bring these matters up
to date.

The 1902 hearings will be missing the mature and valuable contributions of
Dr. Gioacchino FailIa whose well-balanced observations were an important con-
tribution in the 1900 hearings. His 10SSboth as a friend and as an unselfish
principal contributor to the foundations of radiation protection in this country
has been felt and will contiuue to be felt for many years by all of us.

In his testimony, Dr. Fnilla also gave credit to the National Committee on
Radiation l’rolection au(l Measurements ( NGR1)) for the ““illtrfJtltlt.tit]l~of many
new concepts oil radiation protection which are now standard practice throughout
the world.” (1) His testimony emphasized the importance of the recommenda-
tions of the International Connnission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) in
the matter of permissible limits for large populations. h[any others noted that
the bases for most of the standards used for the protection of individuals and
populations against radiation at that time were the recommendations of the
ICR1’ und the NCRP.

This situation is essentially unchanged today. Important activities in formu-
lation of radiation protection standards aud regulations continue in the Atomic
Energy Commission, the Fe(leral Radiation Council, some of the States, the U.S.
Public Health Serrice, the Ameri(an Standar(ls Association, and other such
agencies or bodies. The bases for such standards development and application
continue to be predominantl~- the recollllllell(lations of the independent IYCRI’.

1Work done under prime contract AT(4fi—1)– IWO to the US. Atomic Energy Comnlis -
sion.

2 Referenws :wt end of st:ltemvnr.

,.
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NEW DEVELOPMENTSSINCE1960

The philosophy, concept% and often the actual language of the recommenda-
tions of the NCRP and ICRP have been applied, adopted, and incorporated into
sectilons of Federal and State codes and into policies of private industrial tlrms.
Noteworthy applications and modifications of the recommendations of the NCRP
aud the ICRP during the past 2-year period have been made by the Federal
Radiation Council (FRG).

The FRC, since its inception has offered guidance to Federal agencies in its
Staff Report No. 1 issued in May 1960,(2) and Staff Report No. 2 issued in Sep
tember 1961(3). In Report No. 2 the FRO adopted a range concept in stipu-
lating the control of radiation dose to certain critical organs of the body, which
carries the promise of introducing much needed flexibility. In Report No. 2
guidance to the Federal agencies is provided in the form of allowable daily in-
take rates for strontium 89, stroutium 90, iodine 131, and radium 226. Briefly
stated, range I is the lowest of the three ranges and it spans the intake rate
which is equivalent to essentially no radiaflon dose up to a dose equivalent to
om+tenth of the so-called radiation protection guide or permissible dose. Range
II extends from one-tenth of the radiation protection guide to the full radiation
protection guide level; operation in this range requires a quantitative surveil-
lance program and routine coutrol of the releases of radionuclides to the public
domain. Range III is the uppermost range and spans an order of magnitude
above the radiation’ protection guide; operation in range III requires an evalu-
ation program and application of additional control measures as necessary to
reduce the exposure.

While the guidance offered by the FRC is for application by Federal agencies.
the extension of this guidance to the industrial firm is commonplace because of
the thousands of firms having a licensee or contractor relationship with the
Atomic Energy Commission. A primary standard or limit for controlling radia-
tion haaards is an expression in terms of limitation of dose to individuals or to
populations at large. Federal Radiation Council Report No. 2 offers definitive
guidance on a method of controlling radiation by limitation of daily rates of in-
takes of certain radionuclides by members of tile public. This portiou of Report
h-o. 2 has the nature of a secondary standard. The incorporation of such
secondary standards into a collection of Federal .gmidesmay have advantages for
three engaged in activities limited to work with modest amounts of one or two
radionuclides. For those activities where large quantities of radioactive ma-
terials are processed, the release, under controlled conditions, of extremly small
fractions of the quantity of materials being handled requires sophisticated en-
vironmental evaluation progrmns. For these types of activities, rigorous appli-
cation of a secondary standard may have important disadvantages. I will come
back to this point later.

Since the 1960 hearings mmthcr noteworthy development has been the state-
ment of the A’CRP on exposure limits applicable to the emer~ency situation.
These recommendations are contnined in A’CRP Report So. 29, “Exposure to
Radiation in an Emergency” (4). ‘They provirle deiinitjve dose and risk criteria
for justifiable action in the event of serious emer~encjes of au individu~tl ori~in
as well as possible nuclear warfare. This recent guidaure L)y the Y’CRP is n
valuable addition to the other N’CRP recommendations.

lVhile there have been few changes in the basic radiation protection st:]nd-
ards ,s’ince the hearings in 1960, there have been many activities bearing on
the generation of stan(lards and their llse and application in this formittive period
through which this country is now goir),gin the area of radiatiorr stnndards regr]-
I;]tion. This is becoming particularly evident as the tr;lnsfer of responsibilities
for certain sollrce, byproduct, :Ind s~cial nu(lear nl;~terials frmu the Atomic
Ijner~y (!Omrnission to the St:ltes is (wcurring llnder the revision of the Att)mic

I;nergy Act.
There are perhaps three definable cate~ori(,s of industrial users of iouiziug

mdia tion. The largest single CItegory is col)]posed of i\lX2 contractors ~v!]{)a(,-
(“{)unt for about two.tbjr[ls of the estimate{] employmmt of the entire :ltomic!
pnerW field (5). These contractors are frequently irlvolrr(l with extensive :md
(,olnplex uses+of radi:lt ion sonr(jos :In(t therefore oftpn II:lye 11(,e(l to :l~;l)ly r:ldi:~-
til)l) prot+vtion Stal](l:]r(]q ex(~l,+i~e[y to :( \\-i({(>~;lri{~~y{}f (on(litions.” 111its r+
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lationship with its contractors, the AECis assured by contractual arrangement
that the contractor proposes to maintain certain minimum, radiation protection
standards. The recommendations of the NCRP have been the bases for these
standardsa sincorporatedi nAECManualchapters (6). Xtismyunderstandiwg
that future revisions of these manual chapters will reflect more dkectly the
specific guidance offered to Federal agencies by the Federal Radiation Council.

The second category of industrial users is composed of AEC licensees whi~h
constitute the principal industrial group complying with regulations specifically
formulated andapplied bythe AEC. As of December 31,1961, there were abont
10,500 licenses in force (7). In issuing individual licenses the Commission re-
quires compliance with the standards presented in title 10 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (8). The standards utilized by licensees can vary from minimum
controls over small individual radiation sources to extensive controls which cover
as full a range of application as for the more complex atomic energy facilities.

The third group includes the users of radiation sources not covered by the
Atomic Energy Act. This group of industrial firms is eugaged in activities
such as nondestructive testing. In the course of their work they may use radia-
tion sources such as X-ray machines, radium, and radionuclides produced hY
Van de Graaff generators. The principal guidance to these firms is contained
in the recommendations of the NCRP. In many States such firms may also
be under regulations promulgated by State authorities such as the State depart-
ment of health. It is possible, of course, for an industrial firm simultaneously
to fail under the jurisdiction of all of the above types of application of standards.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASPECTS OF STANDASDS APPLICATION

The adoption of standards by regulatory agencies of the Federal or State
Governments does not, in itself, insure that significant radiation exposures will
not be received by workers or persons living in the vicinity of industries which
handle sources of radiation. The industry or user must conduct his operations
in such a manner that the standards will be easily met under normal operating
circumstances with a margin to make it highly improbable that they will be
exceeded under foreseeable adverse conditions. The amount of precaution which
is necessary is obviously related to the size and nature of the user’s business.
At one extreme is the technologist who uses minute quantities of a particular
radionuclide for tracer-type work and whose total supply of radioactive material
is so small that it constitutes an insignificant radiation hazard, no matter how
casually he may handle the material. Compliance with standards is, in this
case, assured at the time the radioactive material is dispensed to the technologist.

At the opposite extreme is the large atomic energy facility which handles
many tons of irradiated nuclear fuel and which must install elaborate safeguards
to assure that equipment or human failure does not result in serious over-
exposures to perhaps hundreds of people.

Whatever the nature of the operation, the governing stature, or the contractual
obligation may be, it is the common situation that there are important admin-
istrative aspects in implementing the applicable standards. Few users of ion-
izing radiation will find that the applicable regulatory or guiding instrument
will be applied directly in his individual case. .41most without exception some
modification, interpretation, selection, or emphasis will be necessary and must
be provided before the standard can be implemented effectively and intelligently.

In the case of the modest user the maximum hazard may be both small and
easily preclictal}le. In such cases the riser may elect to relate his performance
directly to the language of the le~al standards without establishing additional
working limits of his own.

In the more typical situation the q[]antity and variety of radiation sources
or the complexity of the facility is such that the radiation protection progrs m is
usnally headed by a responsible radiological ~afety officer. This officer is respon-
sible for assuring that the operating protection policies and practices of the
installation are sound, and, with proper inlplemen tation assure thnt radiation
exposurm will remain within stntutory nnd contractual requirements. The
fully qualified radiological safety officer has expert knowledge of the history
and development of the basic reco]ll]]]e~~(l:~tic}nsissued by sllch bodies as the
A“CRP and, therefore, is in a position to gllide the radiolo~ical program by
application of Underlying philosophy :Lnd intent as }vell as by the termiuolok,y
of the legal instruments.

‘l%e (wln])lex T[1oO-Wof exposurp encollnterml in such installations often
preclude a simple dirert comparison to basir stand:lr{ls on a {Iay-to-(lay l~asis jI t

the operating level. It is often necessary, therefore, to set up in-I)l:tnt stand-
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ards and operational controls. Such local voluntary controls are responsive to
the legal standards but characteristically are more stringent because of the
potential for significant exposure and because of the complexities of converting
different types of expoeure to a common base. A few examples of the kinds of
in-plant standards ar+

(a) Limitations on the radiation exposure which may be receimd by a
worker in any one administratively convenient or necessary unit of time
shorter than the formal or codified time base. For example, to assure limi-
tation of radiation dose to individuals to say 3 reins in 13 weeks, it is usually
necessary to establish additional internal controls which limit dose to some
fraction of 3 reins per week or per month.

(b) Requirements for the wearing of dosimeters, protective clothing, res-
piratory equipment, etc.

(c) Guides for the controlled release of radioaetivw effluents.
(d) Calibration requirements of radiation measuring instruments.
(e) Formal procedures for action in case of emergencies.

Only through the use of such inplant administrative standards is it practical
to implement the generally accepted philosophy of minimizing exposure to radia-
tion wherever possible. Control of this type would be dillicult, if not impossible,
to achieve under a direct and rigid application of many basic or codified
standards.

In the situation where there are no statutory or contractual requirements and
the user of ionizing radiation is being guided principally by the recommendations
of the NCRP, he will usually have an internal set of standards which may de-
viate in part but require compliance with the general intent of the recommenda-
tions of the NCRP. In such cases the principal motivating force is in the qual-
ity and the value of the guidance which is offered by the standards. The high
degree of voluntary acceptance of the recommendations of the IVCRP and the
ICRP over the last 30 years is an outstanding example of what can be achieved
by the user having high confidence in standards which are offered for voluntary
acceptance and application.

Another important administrative element is the establishment of a work
climate and employee attitudes favorable to good radiological control. Written
standards and procedures alone just do not give assuranm that people will have
the understanding to enable them consistently to do the right thing. Continuing
education in the basic intent of protection standards is important.

The success of a radiation protection program is, therefore, usually dependent
as much or more on the voluntary acceptance of a way of life as upon literal
conformance to a rule.

PSOBLEM AREAS IN INDUSTRIAL APPLICATION OF RADIATION PROTECTION STAXDARDS

While the development and application of radiation protection standards for
control of industrial exposure are not without problems, there are perhaps no
current major problems in this area. Within this framework, however, I would
like to mention several areas which contain the seed of future problems.

The transfer of certain regulatory responsibilities from the Atomic Energy
Commission to the States of our Nation has only recently begun. In the States
where this transfer has been effected or is close at hand, State regnlatilons gen-
erally seek to assure the level of control provided in title 10 of the Code of Fed-
eral Regulations for application to licensees. In spite of the intent of nll parties
to maintain reasonable uniformity within the State regulations, there is con-
siderable opportunity for inconsistencies, gaps, and overlaps between States and
between State codes and Federal codes. Some of these, although relatively
minor, have appeared. The potential problems which could be encountered by
an industrial firm having atomic energy activities in several States, each with
differing requirements, and also having licensee relationships and contractor re-
lationships with the Atomic Energy Commission, are obvious. Some problems
of reciprocity and jurisdiction have yet to be worked out to minimize the ad-
ministrative problems of industrial firms.

Another problem in the development of radiation protection standards is the
format and language of the standard itself. There are divergent viewpoints
on the degree of specificity and methodology which should be contained in
radiation protection standards. It is important that standards be written
as performance standards, or functional specifications, not as a specific detailing
of mechanistic or interpretive methods to be used. The radiation conditions
encountered by various users in industry differ so marke{?ly that a st:(ndard

Stx%-w-pt. 1——21
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which emphasizes method must necessarily fit poorly at one extreme or the
other. Standards which define basic criteria, while permitting needed latitude
in the methods employed, apply equally well to all users. Identifying end point,
not method, is the key issue. The present efforts of the NCRP are concen-
trating on this point.

Related to the problems resulting from incorporating methodology into
standards is the imparting of the same validity and weight of law into such
secondary standards as is warranted in the case of primary or basic standards.
As an example, in controlling the internal deposition of radioactive materials
in humans the principal standard is the limitation of the amount of a radio-
active material in an organ of interest. Since two principal modes of entry
into the body are breathing and drinking, recommendations of the NCRP include
a listing of permissible concentrations of radionuelides in air and water (9).
Inclusion of such secondary standards as a guide to prudent operation is often
helpful. Application of such secondary standards in a rigorous or statutory
manner in lieu of assessment against primary dose standards can be unduly
burdensome or expensive on the one hand, or not restrictive enough on the
other hand, where biological concentrating mechanisms in the human food
chain can intervene.

There is a natural tendency among the public and perhaps even in the courts
to equate an exceeding of a specific permissible limit with injury to the
recipient. Serious problems will result if radiation protection guides are er-
roneously used as criteria for determination of existence or extent of injury.
Radiation protection standards in this country are not based on concepts of
establishing permissible doses at levels just below the point of injury. Knowl-
edgeable medical interpretations and decisions in the courts should provide
adequate resolution of this potential problem.

As I understand the present efforts of the USPHS that agency is particularly
cognizant of the problem of oversanctification of numerical limits and tends
toward retrospective assessment of each case on its own merits. As seen by
industry this approach, carried to the limit, would be untenable. Industry,
and the public which attempts to judge its actions informally and fairly must
have prospective targets. Unfortunately, a technology-based industry tends
to equate prospective target with a go, no-go gage or the discrimination of black
from white. One almost hears the modern Decatur exclaiming, “Our numbers,
may they be always in the right, but our numbers, right or wrong.” The two
extreme positions are not yet reconciled.

With the principle of acceptable risk in radiation exposure, instead of black
and white there is a definable black for significant overexposure, and below
that, infinite gradations of gray down to but never quite reaching white. It
is beyond the wit of man to quantify such a scale—there is, for example, no
gray that is 10 times lighter or darker or grayer than another gray. Yet the
attempt has to be made at least to define bands of gray. The three ranges
as used by the Federal Radiation Council are precisely such an attempt which
I would translate into color terminology as—

Range I: Arcadian gray.
Range II: Achillean gray.
Range 111: .4ugean gray.

Public education on the acceptability of a given radiation risk or, pictorially,
the interpretation of a particular gray is vitally needed. It cannot be achieved
simply. Neither is it helped when prominent scientists, erroneously accepted
by the public as expert in this particular field, express palpably different views
on the prudence or radiation safety of actions or plans in the atomic energy
field. Such differences come from socioeconomic rather than scientific interpre-
tations. Here the Federal Radiation Council, more readily than the NCRP,
could provide the Nation with authoritative or at least broadly considered value
judgments.

In spite of these problems, on balance, radiation protection standards over
the past 20 years do seem to have served this country well. Aggressive research
in support of refined establishment of basic protection principles and standards
and resourceful codification of these principles should permit this statement
to be repeated 20 years hence. A very brief look at the industrial exposure
experience is convincing that an effective set of controls has been in force
throughout the rapid expansion of the atomic energy business in this rountry

in the last 20 years.

..
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INDUSTRIALEXPOSUSEEZiPEBIENOE

Although the employment of workers by industry engaged in the handling of
large sources of radiation has expanded rapidly during the Past 20 years, the
present work force of some 200,000(7) is still very small in comparison with
that of the major industries. Nevertheless, a substantial experience record
has been accumulated which attests to the exemplary success of the operators
in minimizing radiation exposure through prudent engineering design and strict
control. Quantitative assessment of the performance of the larger atomic energy
sitea is practical in four broad areas, viz:

(1) The magnitude of the exposure from external sources received by
employees during the normal course of their work assignments.

(2) The small burden of radioactive materials which may be deposited
in the bodies of the workers.

(3) The magnitude of the exposure received by persons who live in the
vicinity of the plant.

(4) The frequency. and severity of accidents which result from loss of
control.

The first three classes of exposure can be compared with pertinent limits,
and the accident experience can be followed as a trend.

Compilations of exposure records for recent years (table I) indicate that
the vast majority of workers employed by AEC contractors receive a radiation
dose of less than 1 rem per year. Only in very few cases (about 1 worker in
10,OOO) has the NGRP short-term control limit of 3 reins in 13 weeks been ex-
ceeded and invariably this has resulted from some sort of an accident rather
than imprudent work assignments.

We were unabIe to make a comprehensive survey of the radiation expedience
of the whole of industry. While our information from industrial users is in-
complete, in replies from representative major users covering about 30,000
people, the average annual radiation exposure in 1960 and 1961 was about 0.3
rem per person.

There is a widely used formula for the control of accumulated dose for an
individual over the years, which is written (10)

MPD=5 (N—18) reins

where MPD = maximum permissible accumulated dose, and
N is a number equal to the present age of the individual in years; (the

formrda begins to apply after age 18, the employment of minors below this age
being avoided).

Among the group replying to our survey, including ourselves, only two eases
showing accumulated doses exceeding the formula values appeared. Including
all the radiation accident cases known to us tbe total is less than 15 ; if our
resources had been complete, the total would probably remain below 30. It
is important to reiterate that many of these do not represent real injury to
the recipients and some will be self-correcting as the respective values of
N increase. To the best of our knowledge these cases are principally due to
single large accidental exposures. We were not able to uncover any speeific
case in which an employee was in excess of this limit due to radiation rweived
chronically in the course of his work.

There is very little public data available on the radiation control experience
of the small users. Examination of the most recent data on licensee experience
reported by the Atomic Energy Commission for about a 1%-year period ending
November 30, 1961, gives some indication of the degree of control experienced
by the small user. In this 17-month period during which about 10,000 licenses
were in force, the great majority of the 40 radiation incidents reported were
minor in nature. None of the incidents reported resulted in a serious level of
radiation exposure.

Nationwide experience on internal deposition of radionuclides in industrial
workers is not readily available in published reports but in our limited survey,
there was a nearly complete absence of significant deposition cases. In our
own experience at Hanford in 6,000 man-years of direct work with one of the

most dangerous elements, plutonium, only three employees have acquired body
burdens of plutonium which approximate or exreed the present applicable strrnd-
ards. The quantities involved are not expected to produce clinically observable
symptoms and none have appeared.’ Additionally, in about 75,000 man-years

s There is growing evidence that the present standard for plutonium, which is based on
analogy with radium depositions, may have a very considerable safety margin.
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of experience in working with other radionuclides at Hanford no internal de-
positions of radionuclides in excess of applicable permissible limits have oc-
curred except for a few minor transitory cases involving materials with a short
biological half-life.

The contribution made by industry to the radiation exposure received by the
average persons living in the vicinity of the installations contihms to be but
a small fraction of that received from natural background and, for the most
WLisovershadowed by fiecontibution from worldwide fallout. Although the
average exposure from industry to the reproductive organs of a genetically
significant population consisting of a few million people cannot be stated pre-
cisely, it must certainly be only some small fraction of 1 millirem per person
per year. The dose from natural background ordinarily falls in the range
of 100 to 200 millirems per year, and the gonad dose from fallout is probably
on the order of 5 millirems per year at this time.

Situations may arise in the immediate vicinity of large atomic energy plants
which lead to doses several times those which currently exist from fallout.
Persons with uncommon food habits or other idiosyncrasies fall into this classi-
fication. Because of the relatively few individuals involved, somatic rather than
genetie considerations of the significance of the exposures are appropriate. Esti-
mates for such persons living in the vicinity of the Hanford project suggest
that their doses may approximate 30 percent of the applicable limit~

The greatly expanding availability of whole body counters in the last few
years has provided the technical means for measuring the radioactive bed y
burdens in many cases with comparative ease. The present areas of uncertainty
can be substantially reduced in the next few years.

Accidents associated with radiation sources range in severity from the minor
spills of radioactive contaminants to serious nuclear excursions (criticality in-
cidents ). sometimes involving the loss of Iif e. Because they are readily
characterized and extensively reported, the frequency of occurrence of criticality
type accidents can be watched as an indication of performance. Table II shows
the experience in this country to date. Desirably there should be no accidents
of this type. Realistically, some must be anticipated in an expanding technology
which is heavily dependent upon new research and development. Within this
framework the trend to date should not be viewed as unfavorable.

The feasibility and cost of maintaining appropriate levels of radiation pro-
ttilon are important factors in the ultiiate development of a thriving atomic
energy industry. In these phases we find nothing new to report. A good quality
of protection is achievable, although not too cheaply, as long as the applicable
basic limits continue to be more or less stable. There is no evidence which
seems to call for a major change. Stiffening of some limits could cause con-
siderable difficulty to the industry. It is more likely that some specific limits,
for example, for plutonium deposition, may be demonstrated to have much more
than ample safety margins. In any case, the organizations which provided data
for our survey pointed to the need for sound basic standards unencumbered as
far as possible by detailed administrative and procedural regulation. This is
the avenue deemed most likely to provide the stimulus for innovation and im-
provement in radiation protection.

The careful control and work climate in atomic energy plants which is re-
sponsible for good radiological performance is also reflected in outstanding
safety performance in other areas as well. This is evident from table 111 which
compares the number of lost-time injuries from all types of accidents experienced
by AE(J contractors with similar experience by all industrial. @IItinUed Per-

formance of this type should lead to a better appreciation by the general public

that atomic energy installations are among the safest of all industrial plants.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In brief summary, there has been no outstanding development or basic change
with respect to radiation protection since 1960. The key questions identified in
1960 remain the key questions in 1962. (11) It is natural, then, that there has
been no outstanding development or major change in the industrial situation with
respect to radiation protection in this interval. Such minor changes as are re
ported are generally in the favorable direction. Exceptions are a growing con-
cern over possible conflicts of interpretation where more than one group has real
or implied authority to set standards, and most importantly an almost universally
adverse reaction to such code and regulation as pinpoints specific methods and
administrative procedures.
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The recommendations of the Natioml Committee on Radiation Protection and
Measurements and the International Commission on Ratliological Protection con-
tinue to be the bases of radiation protection standards and regulations in this
country. Radiation protection standards have been, and appear to be, keeping
pace with the growing needs of the atomic energy industry.

Expansion of NCRP considerations to cover emergency situations on the one
hand, and more amplification of the broad aspecta of group and population ex-
posures on the other are favorable trends. The introduction of the range concept
by the Federal Radiation Council is regarded by many as a start in getting away
from the rigidity of specific control numbers.

The industrial exposure situation continues to be characterized by good com-
pliance with current radiation protection standards for long-term radiation
control. The serious accident experience does not show any unfavorable trends,
and while there is room for improvement, the accident experience of the atomic
energy industry compares very favorably with other elements of industrial safety.

Some minor dirncultiea principally associated with implementation of stand-
ards or codification of the basic principles of good practice into regulations have
appeared and very likely will continue to appear. Some problems of jurisdiction
and reciprocityy will be diflieult to avoid in the course of the transfer of regulatory
re~nsibilities from the Atomic Energy Comanission to individual States.

Not peculiar to induetry’s role, but nevertheless having substantial effect on the
industrial climate, is an apparent lack of public understanding in depth of
nuclear energy and its associated hwzards. It appears that considerable effort
will have to be expended before the potential hazards associated with sources of
ionizing m.d.iation can be viewed in perspective by the layman. Comprehensive
hearings such as these and others conducted in the past by the Joint Committee
are major factors in increasing public understanding of this complex subject of
radiation protection in the atomic energy field.

APPENDIX

SOMEFACETSOFINDUSTRIALEXPOSUXESEXPEEIEXCE

TASLEI.—ExposuTes of contractor fwrsonnel to penetratin~ radiation,
summarized for 1959 and 1960

1
1959 (13) 1666 (7)

, ) t

Range of annnal total exposure in rerns Percent of Percent of
Number of total nnm- N#gmn~of tOt.rn#fm-

workers ber of
workera workers

Oto1..- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 71,630 04.73 77, 532 54.31
lt05-.--.- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,912 5:$ 4,634 5.63
5t010.--. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 41 .05
lot015..- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . <.01 <.01
Above 15. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 <.01 : <.01

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 111175,611 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sz, 197 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

TABLE 11.—7J.S. criticality accident experience (12)

Numberof ri:g;:;:f 1] Number of Number of
Year criticalityy Year criticality fatalities

accidents accidents .,,,

1 I II ! I
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TAsrmIII.-Indu8triat injt$rg frequww.vrates tirwmberof bat-t~me~nju?%%per
millbnman-lwura (7),1960

Group:
All industries ----------------------------------------------------- 6.04
A1l AEC contractors ----------------------------------------------- 1.71
AEC operating contractors (excludes constm~ion) ---------------- 1.18
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Representative PRIGE. Thank you, Dr. Parker.

Dr. Parker, on page 2 you state that the basis for most of the stand-
ards used today are the recommendations of the ICRP and the NTCRP
and that this situation is essentially unchanged today. Wlmt then is
the role of such an agency as the FRC ?

Mr. PARKER. This, sir, in no way downgrades the role of that very
import ant body. I am separating rather, and perhaps even arti-
ficially, basic standarcls, the broad outlook on what has to be done in
the technical area. You will recall previous discussions in which it is
agreed that one never completely separates the technical area from
other areas of judgment.

In the technical area the standards are still essentially those put to-
gether by these two bodies. We conceive a,Federal Radiation Council
role as continuing to apply value judgments which are indeed no less
import ant than the basic technical j udbgments and making these awiil-
able to the Nation.
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As I mentioned in the scri t, sir, I received a v~ry recent RePoti
ENo. 3, and it is a very valua le contribution in this area m makmg

value judgments relative to fallout.
Representative PRIOE. You state cm page 3 that the FRC Report No.

2 carries the ~romise of introducing much needed flexibihty. In
what way does It offer flexibility?

Mr. PARKER. I think it is conceived generally in the field that
through this concept of the three ranges, one gets away from some
earlier objections to what was wrong] y interpreted but was interpreted

“ rous edge-of-night limit; namely, the permissible limits of
%’~~eaNr& P for a s ecific situation, such and such a number would be

a limit and ‘beyon ! that is bad and below it is good, has been to some
extent in the past a misinterpretation of the intent. By having these
three ranges, there is introduced the thought that it 1s

T
rfectly rea-

sonable to go along with a situation in which the possv le exposures
being received may be creeping up, provided that the. 100kin at it,

iname]y, the measuring devices and controls which are stlptiate alqng
with the requirements for these range applications, are m proportion
to the degree of ex osure that maybe being received.

Representative h ICE. You further state that the FRC Report No.
2 may have advantages for those -working with modest amounts of one
or two radionuclides. What are some of these advantages!

Mr. PARKER. This gets back to a point that I hoped to make clear in
the script, sir. .My report as a whole I would like to characterize as
perhaps not fairly representing the problems and situations of the
very small users, since we ourselves come in contact with this rather
superficially. Hls situation is such that he cannot have his own spe-
cialist who can study and offer professional local judgments on ~n-
terpretation of cases, or say an interpretation of what the three ranges
of the FRC would mean. He has to have a textbook which gives him
a number. I intended this reference in that sense.

Representative PRICE. On the bottom of page 4, when you are talk-
ing about NCRP Report No. 29 and the reference to emergency ex-
posure, was this an outgrowth of the Windscale incident 7

Mr. PARKER. No, sir. Dr. Taylor is in the room and is perhaps
better qualified than I to particularize this. But I believe this. work
was primarily started in the interest of civil defense preparation in
this Nation and was finally put together in the present form. I am
stipulating here that it turns out, allowing mlittle leeway for inter-
pretation, to ~ very uwful in the industrial situation, and W: have
already had occasion ourselves so to use it. It was not specifically
prepared for that case, as I see it.

Mr. RAMEY. Did you use that in the case of one of the emergencies
at Hanford!

Mr. PARKER. In our recent critical incident it was extremely valu-
able, sir.

Representative PrucE. You refer to transfer of responsibility from
the &EC to the State for certain ra{lioactive materials. Do yon fore-
see about 50 different State regulations in connection with this?

Mr. PARKER. I foresee more than one. Whether it will ever get to
50—1 suppose one coulcl make 50 different variations if you tried
bard. I would see perhaps a dozen variations.

Representative PRICE. lVhat is your own fee]ing on the matter’?
l~htit C1Oyou think should be done in this area?
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Mr. PARKER. I think one has to go in this direction and do what we
can to et a common understanding later. This is partly dependent

ion the egree to which specific items are included in the final code or
the extent to which you are willing to go back to basic principles. The
basic princi~les are certainly intended to be the same m all cases, as I
see these points.

The minor items to which I refer are indeed minor. One State,
Kansas, I believe, has a regulation that chara.cteriz~ dose in one
calendar quarter, and another State would have a limitation on any
consecutive 13 weeks. This is just an internal administrative nuisance
rather than an~ reevaluation of the hazard to man.

Representative PRIGE. Do you know when the AEC plans to bring
their manuals up to date with respect to plans for revisions which
must be made to reflect FRC guides for Federal agencies?

Mr. PARKER. I have no date on that, sir. I just mention in the
script, as you say, that we understand from the Commission that it
will mom directly reflect in the next revisions, and erhaps Commis-

1sion representatives could be more responsive to t e timing.
Representative PRICE. On page 6 you mention a third group of

radiation source users. What seems to be their safety record com-
pared to the others you indicate?

Mr. PARKER. This is the grou
1%

who were not covered by the Atomic
Energy Act, sir. It is very d“ cult again. We have no comprehen-
sive data which allows one to testify, and one goes by impression and
conversation in meetings with this group. It is characteristic that
those of us with the larger enterprises who have full-time staffs in
this work tend to think that our controls are more successful than
others. It would be rather peculiar if that were not the case. I do be-
lieve it is in that direction. The extent to which the situation could
be considered bad in this third group, I do not know, and know of
no real evidence which points to a poor situation.

Representative PRICE. In the charts that you displayed and par-
ticularly in table No. 2, you listed the U.S. criticality accident experi-
ence since 1945 up until April of 1962. You give the number of
criticality accidents as 22 and the number of fatalities as 6. Is this
a complete and accurate picture of the accident history of the AEC t

Mr. PARKER. To the best of my knowledge, sir, this table is in-
tended to cent ain the total experience on criticality incidents. There
can be other accidents.

Representative PRICE. Does this include the SIi-1 accident V
Mr. PARKER. Yes; that would be included.
Representative PRICE. Including that, there is a total of only six

facilities in all the years of operation of the AEC.
Mr. PARKER. I looked at a chart this mornin which would add one

!to this. I would like, perhaps, the liberty o submitting a second
look at this particular number later, so that I do not actually misquote
it. It is conceivable that it may be -wrong by one.

Representative PRICE. If it is, will you correct this table?
Mr. PARKER. I will do that, sir.
Representative PRICE. The figure 22, is that absolute] y actual for

criticality accidents in the Atomic Enereq program!
Mr. PARKER. These are supposedly my associate’s counting of the

published number of criticality accidents.

.1 ,:,.,,
i
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Remesentative PRICE. What is the nature of these aocidents ?
The 52?

Mr. PARKER. They were wide and varied. The early ones occurring
were manipulation of weapons parts. Others came from accidents
with plutonium- or uramum-bearing solutions in various vessels
spread around many of the principal sites of the Commission. The
so-called Y–12 incident is in here. Many of the incidents at Los
Alamos are included in here.

Re resentative PRIOE. Will y,OU be absolutely certain before we
Ycomp ete the record to have the accurate figures in here?

Mr. PARKER. I will see that the figurw are reviewed and accurate
figures given.

(The reformation requested follows:)
GEXERALELSCTBIC Co.,

ATOMIC PBODUCTS DIVISION,

Washi?wton. D.0.. June 7,1962.
Hon. MELVINPRICE,

.,.

Ghairman of the Sulmo?n?nitteeon Research, Developtne?vt and Radiation of the
Joint Committee on Atomio En.erg~, U.S. House of Representatives, Wash-
ington, D.C.

Dmia MR. PRICE:During the hearings on radiation protection before your com-
mittee on Wednesday, June 6, I was asked to give assurance of the completeness
of a table 11—U.S. Criticality Accident Experience, which appears in the ap-
pendix to my submitted material entitled “Radiation Protection Standarda: The
Industrial SWuation.”

The subject data were taken principally from reference 12 of my report which
is “A Summary of Industrial Accidents in U.S. AEC Facilities%” Division of
Operational Sa;ety, TID-5300 supplement 3, revised December 1961.

On page 7 of that document appears a listing of 21 criticality accidents divided
into 4 categories, viz:
Metal systems in air---------------------------------------------------- 5
Solution systems -------------------------------------------------------
lnhomogenecms water moderated systems -------------------------------- :
Miscellaneous systems-------------------------------------------------- 3

Total ------------------------------------------------------------ 21
In transcribing these into the chronological table used in table H, an un-

accountable error v.as indeed made. Instead of one incident each in the years
of 1956 and 1900, the record should show two in 1956 and none in 1960.

I appreciate the opportunity to correct the record.
The total of 22 incidents given is believed to be correct. It adds the incident

occurring at Hanford in 1902 to the previous list. This belongs in the “solutions
systems” category.

As indicated in the hearing. the three fatalities in 1961 do refer to the SL-1
incident. Reference 12 does-not in itself identify the number of fatalities. A
separate check intlcates that the total of six given in table II is correct to the
best of our knowledge. I would appreciate being informed of any data which
contraindicate this.

Very truly yours,
H. M. PARKEa,

Manager, Hanford Lab oratories.

Representative PRICE. What does this cover ! It does not cover the
whole area of the atomic energy program?

Mr. PARKER. This only covers a situation in which an accident
occurred because a critical mass was brought together inadvertently.

Representative PRICE It would not cover normal industrial ac-
cidents in atomic energy!

Mr. PARKER. No, sm. Only those in which a critical mass is ac-
cidentally brought together.
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Mr. RAMET. You would have other accidents that involved radia-
tion spills, radiation burns, all these other things ?

Ml. PARKER. They are accidents. The only reason for presenting
the criticality experience was that this is the case which is supposed
to be conclusively reported so that one could use it to measure trend.
I intended to use this only to show the trend of accident experience.
AEC reports include these days considerable reference to so-called
radiation incidents which define and elaborah a broader class. We
found no way of picking these up from all sources. They come only
from the licensee sources.

Representative PRICE. on page 12 you refer to the retrospective
method of operation by the Public Health Service and on the other
hand the prospective ta~get needs of indust~ Will you elaboration
your statement concerning needs for reconcding these differences?

Mr. PARKER. Yes, sir. Please recall that this is a personal inter-

F
retation or conceivably a misinterpretation of what I think the Pub-
ic Health Service is trying to achieve in this field. I think their

pure is that they would like to have things go along and then step
m from time to time and say? ‘We examine this case now and our
analysis is thus and so.” Tkns may be good or it may be that you
should not have gone this far. It is to that ~s+sibilit.y that industry is
properly very sensitive. IA us assume that industry is trying to make
a proper showing in radiation control, then you have to do this at the
beginning of any time period and not leave oneself subject to being
told after the event that this was not very wise, that you should have
done it some other way.

It is this telling us in advance what we should be shooting for that
I am defining as the prospective target which we need and which the
public needs in order to examine our performance against these
targets.

.

Representative PRICE. You also touched on certain inconsistencies,
although relatively minor, I think you said, that have appeared in the
transfer from the AEC to the States of certain regulatory responsi-
bility. What are some of these?

M~. PARKER. 1 mentioned one already. If I may refer to notes, I
would have a few more. This difference on the time base between
Kansas, Illinois, and New York. Thwe States have three different
time bases for measuring their external exposure. The permissible
concentrations of materials put into unrestricted waters differs in
minor detail between the States of New York, New Jersey, and Cali-
fornia. The amount of material exempt from registration diffem
over quite a remarkable range between the States of Kansas, 33inne-
sota, and New Jersey.

The definition of radiation area is different, in the New York C’ocle
from the recommendations of title 10 Code of Federal Regulations,
section 20. Surprisingly, the alleged clefinition of the roentgen has
three different appearances as between the codes of Florida, Illinois,
and Kansas.

That covers the present differences, and perhaps with the exception
of this rather wide range in exemption from registrat ion, these are
administrative nuisancw at the. prwent time.

Representative PRICE. The committee staff intends to make a stlldy
of the problems involvecl in terminoloeq. We have been interested
in this area for some time.
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You mentioned the problem of reciprocity and jurisdiction that
have yet to be -worked out. How would this situation affect a com-
~anv such as General Electric, or others, W-ith divisions in may
$lta& t

Mr. PARKER. I think this affects part of such companies with wh~ch
I have the least ac uaintance.

3
For example, one is manufacturing

radiation emitting evices, and these are to be used against different
codee. One has a problem of some magnitude conceivably with the
writing of cwt.ain codes which could be insu erable. This is what one

Ehas in mind in part in this industrial pro lem. I don’t profess to
be directly concerned or acquainted with this aspect.

Representative PRICE. Am there any further queAions ?
If not, thank you very much. You made a fine statement and con-

tributed a great deal to the committes’s knowledge on the subject.
There is a quorum call in the House. I think we will take a rxew

for about 10 minutes.
(The subccmunittee took a short recess.)
Representative PRICE. The committee will be in order.
The next witness will be Dr. Robert Hasterlik, of the Argonne

Cancer Hospital, University of Chicago.

STATEMENT ‘OFROBERT J. EASTERLHI, M.D.,’ PROFESSOR OF MEDI-
CINE, UNIVERSITY OF HIICAW, AND ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR,
ARGONNE CANCER RESEARCH HOSPITAL, CHICAGO, ILL

Dr. HASTER.LIK.Mr. Chairman, members of the suhmmittee, it is a
pleasure and a privilege to appear again before this subcommittee.
I have been asked to discuss with you today the somatic effects of
radiation and to draw attention to developments in the field that have
taken place since Dr. Austin Brues appeared before you in a similar
capacity 3 years ago.

I shall attempt to limit my discussion to pertinent data derived from
studies of man. Over the past many years you have, I am certain,
become aware of the difficulties of applying data to man derived from
studies done on the small experimental animal.

medicine,Evanston‘Hospi
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The 1957 hearings introduced the a~gument concerning propor-
tionality or linearity in dose-effect relationships and of the existenm
of a threshold for radiation effects. Dr. Brues’ testimony in 1959
carried forward the argument and presented data from studies done on
man, notably those of Dr. Alice Stewart,, of oxford University, three
done on small experimental animals, especially those of Dr. R. H. Mole,
of England, and of Dr. Arthur Upton, of the oak Ridge National
Laboratory. This subcommittee has been belabored over the years
with evidenm and arguments for and against the presence of a thresh-
old and proportionality. The paper submitted in the 1959 hearings
by Dr. Brues, “Critique of the Linear Theory of Carcinogenesls~
summ.arlzes succinctly the vlewpomt of many.

Have data been developed during the past 3 years from human
sources which may shed more light on the area of somatic effects,
especially proportionality and threshold ? I wish I could say today
that I am able to present data which would ease the lot of this sub-
committee and of all committees and persons concerned with the long-
ran~e effects of ionizing radiation delivered at low-dose rate over long
permds of time.

During the past 3 years no data have accumulated, which cou]d
strengthen convictions concerning the presence or absence of propor-
tionality and thrwhold. We must again state as was stated in the
1959 summary of the hearings-
and here agai~ it was pointed out, no experiments aimed at observing these
biological effects have ever been conducted at radiation levels very close to
natural background. As before, all conclusions based on experimental or clin-
ical data usedata obtainedat higher radiation levels.

Let Lls now review some of the recent developments in the field.
The work of Dr. A]ice Stewart in Enghmd, and discussed in 1959,
suggest ed that children who received whole body radiation in the
range of 1 to 10 roentgens before birth, while the mother was re-
ceiving X-rays to the abdomen for pelvic measurements, and so forth,
bad about twice the incidence of cancer or leukemia than did children
whose mothers were presumed to have received no abdominal irradia-
tion during pregnancy. Specifically? Stewart’s group found a higher
frequency (13.7 percent) of diagnostic X-ray abdominal exposures in
mothers of children dying from cancer than in mothers of control
children (7.2 percent).

Four similar retrospective studies have been carried out in this
country. One of these is in line with the observations of Stewart
ancl others. Three other studies do not bear out these observations.
of prime importmce in retrospective studies is the choice of the
control m-oup. This has varied for the most part, in all of thwe
studies done retrmpectively, nor do they clifferentiate clear] y between
the apparent increased incidence of leukemia and (a) the effects of ion-
izing radiation and (b) the effect of the medical conditions which
prompted the original abdominal X-ray examination of the mother,
or of other diseases of the mother occurring during the pregnancy.

An extensive and important prospective study of the incidence of
leukemia in children irradiated in utero during the course of ab-
dominal or pelvic X-ray examination of the mother was published
by Court Brown, Doll&Hill, in 1960.

... ;,,,+<,. ,,
:..
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Information was obtained from eight British hospitals about 39,166
liveborn children whose mothers were known to have been subjected
to abdominal or pelvic irradiation during their pre~nancy in the
years 1945–56. The children who died of leukemia m this group
were discovered by comparing their names with the list of names of
all children dying of leukemla in Britain between 1945 and 1958.

In the irradiated group, nine were discovered to have died of leu-
kemia before the end of 1958. The expected number, derived from
age specific mortality tables, was estimated to be 10.5. In this study
there would not appear to be a disproportionate occurrence of leu-
kemia among children irradiated before birth. The published data
on the Ieukemogenic effect of irradiation in utero would therefore
seem to be confecting and the earlier reported increased incidence of
leukemia in children thus irradiated not establisheif. However, it
must be stated that the data of Court Brown and others do not dis-
prove Stewart’s thesis.

What humzn data are available which might shed light on the re-
lationship of chronic irradiation of the skeleton by bone-seeking
radioelements to the induction of tumors? The committee, I hope,
will pardon me if I quote from work carried out at the Argonne
Cancer Research Hospital and the Argonne National Laboratory by
Drs. Asher Finkel, Charles Miller, and myself.

These studies represent the first fruits of a renewed effort to study
as many radium-containing individuals as possible, chosen because of
occupational or medical history alone and not primarily because of
the presence of symptoms. During the past 4 years, 264 persons for-
merly employed in the radium watch dial industry, or as radium
chemists, or who received radium as a form of medical thera y, have
been sought out, found, and measured for radium content. 6 f these,
233 represent cases previously unreported in the literature, the
remainder are earlier cases recently restudied. Approximately 400
women who worked as radium dial painters at some time in the past
live in the environs of Chicago.

This stucly, however, has concerned itself almost exclusively with
those w-omen whose occupational history antedated 1925. Among the
reasons involved in the decision to study the pre-1925 group first were
the observation by us that radium burdens were higher in the early
group, the lon=gr period during which their skeletons have been ir-
radiated (greater than 36 years), and the older age of the group,
which made necessary their early study before attrition from the dis-
eases of aging reduced the number available for study.

of the 264 persons whose body radium content has been accurately
determined, it has been possible to complete detailed radiographic
studies of the entire skeleton of 236. Parenthetically, may I add that
two other research groups in the lJnited States are at present carry-
ing on similar studies of former radium dial painters; one at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technolo5~, and the other at the New
Jersey State Department of Health.

The objectives of our group include the correlation of body con-
tent of radium to centain destructive changes in the bon% to tumors
of bone and other structures surrounded by bone, and to the incidence
of leukemia.

.::..
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Of the 264 persons measured, the following is a listing of the num-
bers in each radium content group.

Per80n8

<0.001 microarie.._7------------------------------------------------ 23
0.001 to 0.01 .micrmume _______________________________________________
0.01 te 0.1 mlcrocurle ------------------------------------------------- 1.%
0.1 to 1 micrWurie ---------------------------------------------------- ~~
>1 mlcrocufie -------------------------------------------------------

A total of 164 persons were measured whose radium contents were
grouped in order of magnitude below and above the present occu-
pational permissible level of 0.1 microcurie (pc). Of these, 151 were
studied radiographically. In the range 0.01 to 0.1 microcurie, 80 out
of 90 failed to show bone lesions, 8 had minimal, and 1 lesions of
moderate severity. None had advanced lesions or malignancies. Of
62 pe~ns me~ured in the r~ge of 0.1 to 1 micr~urie, 61 were radio-
grapher. Of these, only 25 had no bone lesions; 13 had minimal;
9 nuld; 9 moderate; and 5 advanced lesions. In this radium content
range, three persons had malignant neoplasms.

Above 1 microcurie, 40 of 41 persons measured were radiographed.
Of the 40 persons, 28 had advanced bone lesions. Of thes% 14 had
malignant neoplasms. Only 12 of the 40 persons had lesions of mod-
erate or lesser severity.

An analysis of malignant neoplasms has been done both in the pres-
ent group of persons reported and also in those other radium-bearing
patients whom members of our group have had the opportunity to
study to some lesser degree. A total of 24 persons developed malig-
nant neoplasms out of approximatd~ 300. In our group the lowest
terminal body content at which a mahgnancy was seen was 0.45 micro-
curie; the highest, 6.8 microcurie.

No myeloid leukemias have been seen in the patients currently under
study. A review of death certificates of former dial painbrs in the
Chicago area turned up two listed as “splenic leukemia” in the early
1930’s. By good fortune we were able to find and study the original
blood smears made in 1931 on one of these two patients and are able
to confirm the diagnosis of acute m eloid leukemia. The other
‘(splenic leukemia” cl’remains unconfirmed .

May I say parenthetically that in the past when people have talked
about the radium dial painters, it has been stated that no leukemias
were seen. I think we must now say that we can confirm the presence

,:,::,

of one case of myeloid leukemia. “
Representative PRICE. Were there any cancer cases found

radium dial painters ?
Dr. HASTERLIK. Yes, sir.
Representative PRICE. You cover that in your statement?
Dr. HASTERLIK. Yes, sir; there is a total of 17 malignancies.
Representative PRICE. But it is covered in your statement?
Dr. HASTERLIK. Yes. sir.

in the

What dose-effect relationships can we tentatively draw from these
studies ? And they are tentative and very rough estimates. In the
body content ra.ng~ betmeen 1 and 10 mic~ocuri& we have a total of
41 persons with about 1,300 man- yem-s irradiation experience. The
probability per man-yexr of exposur+14 malignancies m this group—
;s thus about 1.06 times 10-2. If we plot our only other point-that of
the 2,200 mm-years irradiation experience in the 0.1 to 1.0 microcurie
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range-with our three malignancies-we have a probability of about
1.34 times 10-3. Now let us make the usual worst assumption; nal~ely,
that the relationship at all dose levels is hnear and that there IS no
threshold and let us extrapolate points at the lower body coqtents;
namely, at 0.01 to 0.1 mi~curie ~d at 0.001 to 0.01 IIMOrOCUrIe”It
can be wen that we would need at least 140 cases with 36 years’ mradia-
tion in order to just see one tumor above the natural incidence. We
have 102 persons in this group. We would need at least 1,500 cases ,.~+,..~:,:~(;\,,i,:}:?;:l:.:(~::::{~({,:i:(..<:,,: .::::::$ .,,:,,,:.,,,::,;;:.: :.::.
to see one tumor at 0.001–0.01 microcurie. We have only 36 -es in j:;:: ~~” ~~ ““’ ~~ “

,.::{:$:.:,’‘: ,(.,:,::::.:.:,::,:.,,:::,,,:;:::(!,,,,,:>,:,,),,,.$.,::,,,..:-. ,.

this group. From the number of ~ersons available for study m the ~,i,.. ~ ... . .. . .......

United States by the three groups It may be possible to add one more
point at the 0.01 to 0.1 microcume range.

There are probably not enough persons available in the world who
carry a body burden of radium at the 0.001 to 0.01 microcurie range
to make possible a determination of this point on our dose-malignant
effects chart. However, these studies may lend confidence in the per-
missible body burden for radium at the occupational level.

They may at some time in the future make it possible to add another \,i;$;:::;J&:,~{;*wL*}iJ{{$;)Hj.:!i;$t:*&if”#fF&+>,t\,,,,
point on the chart at one order of magnitude below the occu ational ~~

.’ .i.;.i**~efij:*yij;~::

\

,,,

level of 0.1 microcurie. These studies represent the largest ody of
data on the long-term effects of bone-seeking radioelements in man.
The number of persons available for study who carry a significant
body burden of radium-that is, between 0.001 and 0.1 microcurie-is
so small in relation to the number necessary to see one tumor above the
natural incidence—making the most pessimistic assumptions concern-
ing radiation tumorigenesis---that it would seem impossible to derive
from these studies meaningful estimates of the risk of tumor induc-
tion in the human from the other bone-seeking radioelements, not ably
Sr’O, at levels of Sr90 present today in our skeletons and anticipated
from future weapons tests.

What other human data exist which might aid in our understand-
ing of radiation-induced neoplasia 1 Several studies have been car- ‘
ried out and others are now underway on the relationship of irradiation
of the mediastimd structures in childhood and the subsequent clevelop-
ment of leukemia and other tumors.

Some investigators have found an increased incidence of leukemia
in children given radiation to the thymic area whereas others have not.
Of prime importance, but infinite difficulty, is the selection of a satis-
factory control group. The studies of Simpson and Hempelmann
and others would indicate an increased incidence of both leukemia and
other malignancies in 2,393 such treated children.

Most of the other excess malignancies were of the thyroid gland and
occurred in children given 200 roent.gens or more. Unfortunately, this
study cnnnot as ,yet differentiate between the association of leukemia
and either thymlc enla~gement or exposure to X-rays. Other studies
fail to demonstrate an increased incidence of leukemia in these irradia-
ted children, although several studies showecl an increased incidence
of thyroid neoplasia.

These data, while suggestive of heightened radiosensitivity of the
thyroid for tumor induction in early life, are at present inadequate
for the purposes of either establishing the presence or absence of a
threshold or linearity of response. Moreover, the comparison of fall-
out raclioiocline irradiation of the thyroid of children with the response
noted in these clinicwl studies cannot be made. In the case of radio-
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iodine de~sition t.lletllyroid alol~eis being irradiated-witl~ a minute
contribution of total-body irradiation from the radioiodine gamma
rays-whereas in the case of thyroid cancer induction following medi-
astinal irradiation, significant irradiation of man other st~ct~l~s>

fprobably including other endocrine glands, e.speaal y the hypophyslcs
occurs at the same time.

During the past 3 years no significant body of data has been de-
veloped which throws light on the question of shortening of lifespccn
following total-body irradiation at low dose rates.

Studies will continue and be extended both in this country and
abroad on the long-term effects of ionizing radiation on man. This
is proper and important in spite of the fact that we already know as
much or more about the toxicity of ionizing radiations than we do
about almost any other toxic material in our present complex environ-
ment.

In conclusion, I would like to state my belief that the human studies
underway and contemplated will not answer the important questions
of linearity and threshold at doses and dose rates near, or a factor of
a few higher than, background radiation levels. They may yield
some answers concerning specific organ and age sensitivities to ioniz-
ing radiation.

Large-scale small experimental animal studies will continue to play
their role in extending the range of our information concerning
linearity and dose-rate clependency in these particular species. In
the last analysis, our most important information will come from fun-
damental stuclies on the nature of the carcinogenic process.

Representative PRIGR. Thank you very much, Dr. Hasterlik.

On page 4 you state that the data of Court Brown and others do not
disprove the Stewart thesis. Why do you say that!

Dr. HASTERLHC.If you will note on page 3, Court Brown and
others did the study of those 39J66 children whose mothers were
irracliateci between 1945 and 1956. The studies on the incidence of
leukemia run between 1945 and 1958. +1 very considerable portion of

the children studied had a very short life experience before the study
terminated. I clon’t remember exactly the numbers, but it seems that
something of the order of two-thirds of the children studied were less
than 10 years of age at the termination of the study.

We do know that some of the cases of leukemia may develop at
times later than 1958. So I believe that it is too early to say that the
data are all in on this study. Besides, the number of cases here,
the 9 cases, is very small com ared with the expected 10.5. The num-

{hers are small, ancl the proba ility of it not being a significant fiegme
exists. I think it is an important study. These prospective studies
are very important. I think it tends to help overcome a little of the
uneasiness we all felt from the results of the Stewart studies, but
I also must say it does not disprove Dr. Stewart’s thesis completely.

Representative PRICE. You state that a total of ~1 persons develop
malignancies out of 300. In your ~~onp the lowest terminal body
content at which a malignancy was seen w’as 0.45 microcnrie. TIIe
h@lest w:as 6.8 microcuries. Are not these above the permissible
level ?

Dr. HASTTERLIK.These are certainly above the occupational per-
missible level for raclium. The present occupational permissible. level
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is a tenth of a microcurie. This is the working or occupational per-

missible level.
Representative PrrIcE. What do you estimate the original levels or

average levels to have been 9
Dr. HASTERLIK.Some early estimates would seem to indicate that

they were probably a factor of 50 to 100 times as high as these later
numbers. I think a reasonable number—and some animal data that
will be presented in the immediate future by Finkel and Miller would \,: ,::,,,! .,,.:.:,.::: ,,,,j?::::,~ ;,,’::, ‘;: .,.:::,.:\:(,\,,,,,,.,,:,,,,...,.,,,,,,.;,::i;:,,,..:,.,:,,,t!, ,.,,
make it seem that perhaps they are only a factor of 20 higher. But

.: ,:;i: $,,.’.: ,,:.:’,; ., :. .::::!:+,.::,,i~<,.,...:: .,,,

this would bring them u considerably higher than the present occu-
?pational permissible leve .

To answer your question specifically, the levels might hzve been as
high as 90 to 100 microcuries at the t lme these persons were working,
or they might have been as low as 10 microcuries at the time the people
were ivork~ng.

Representative PRICE. How much of a bone exposure do you esti-
mate was received b these persons!

Dr. HASTERLIK. J t is not possible to answer that question, sir. If .,,<:,,<...{i::.;,\,/,+*,.&,f-*~<,: ffir,tf,i<;;;, f{ ,{(,,~l::$f;:fj~fi:?:.:+,::2
you want to estimate an average dose from all the forms of radiation, “‘

..:.,,.’:.:.. ‘,

the beta, alpha, and gamma, I could give YOn a range frp~ a few h~~n-
dred to several hundred thousand rads in the same indlvldual, clepend-
ing on radiation dose to individual cells or a smoothecl-out general
distribution. I don’t think a number is meaningful in this case. It is,
however, a large radiation close.

Representative PrrIcE. On wtge 8 you state it maybe possible to add
to the three groups referred to, one more point at the 0.01 to 0.1
microcurie range. Do the other groups have bone cancer cases at
0.01 to 0.1 micorcurie range!

Dr. HASTERLIK. No, sm.
Representative PRICE. They do not?
Dr. HASTERLIK. No, sir.
Ilepresentative PRICE. You state that most of the other excess maJig-

mmcies w~re of the thyroicl gland ~nd occurred in children given 200
roentgens or more. Have all of the thyroicl cases diecl ?

Dr. H.\ STERLIK. NTone hmle died, sir.

Representative PRICE. Dr. Dunllarn stztecl in his testimony that they
had responded fxirly well to treatment, mnd they evidently h~ve.

Dr. H.is’rmRr,IK. Yes. Some of them have been treatecl with radio-
iodine.

Representative PRIrE. On pa,qe 10 yon state tliat no s@lifirant data
in the last 3 years throw li,~ht, on the question of shortening of lifespan
following total body irradiation at low dose level rwtes. IVhnt (10 you
recommenrl we do along research lines which miglltj accelerate onr
progress for this or other important qnestions to be resolved ?

Dr. HASTERLIK. 1 think stuclies, as 1 intimated, will ha,vc to go for-

wyu-cl 011 t]lis qtles~ion iil tile small q)erirnental animal because of the

small num13er-S of individ{lals irr-adiatec]. Tbe la.r~est ])opu]ation

group that One could possibly study exists in the State of lCerala in

lndia where t]lero tlrw perhaps 100,000 people Ivho have from 10 to 30
times the lifetime radiation exposure dose we have. The numbers
there are also possiblv too srnzll to derive rnemningfnl estimates of
shortening of 1ifespali. In addition, the. problems of infectiom d is-

86853—6&Pt, 1—-+2.2
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eases there are so great that they make difficult or impossible the sort-
ing out of anY specific effects of irradiation on life shortening.

I see very little probability of deriving data from human studies.
I think in this area we will have to depend on large-scale small ani-
mal studies.

Representative PRICE. Mr. Ramey ?
Mr. RAMEY. Are you getting anywhere with your research on dogs

using strontium 90?
Dr. HASTERLIK. I am not involved in that at all, sir.
Mr. RAMEY. That is being conducted at Argonne ?
Dr. HASTERLIK. At the Argonne National Laboratory. I am not

involved in that.
Mr. RAMEY. I understand that.
Dr. HASTRR.LIK. I think that is getting underway at the present

time.
lMr. RAMEY. How about their studies on water that is highly radio-

active, relatively speaking ?
Dr. HASTERMK. Yes. As you know, there are areas in the State

of Illinois where the drinking water is a factor of 10 to 50 times as
high as Lake Michigan -water. I think about 75,000 people drink this
water. I do not think one can say much about any possible effects
on these people because a complete study has not been done.

A first look” has been made on the incidence of malignancies in
that portion of the State. This is difficult because, again? of the usual
problem we run into-the validity of the death certdicwtes. Dr.
Auerbach at the Argonne National Laborato~ made a study on
this point alone. I don’t think we can answer this question.

Representative PRICE. W_hat element. is in the water ?
Dr. HASTERLIK.Radium 226. This is naturally occurring radium

226. Lock ort, Joliet, and some of the communities lying south of
cl’that exten ing toward Springfield draw their water from wells that

go 2,000 fe~t deep. Surface waters have radium contents equivalent
to Lake Michigan water. The deep well water radium content is
considerably higher. This comes from a stratum in Canada.

Mr. RAMEY. I don’t know whether this is in this bailiwick, either.
I think in some of our earlier hearings mention was made of studies
of AEC and contractor employees on their history as to the relative
incidence of tumors and other thinags as a statistical study. Possibly
I)r. Dunham reported on that a few years ago. Has anything hap-
pened in that study?

Dr. HASTERLIK.I know nothing about this.
Representative PRICE. Dr. Dunham is still with us. Maybe he

would want to comment on it.
Dr. DUNHAM. ‘That articular study showed no increased incidence

Rat all. On the other and, it is a highly selected population. Dr.
Dunning may have some further data. I think there were some
studies done at Oak Ridge.

Mr. RAMEY. It actually showed a lower incidence, but it was a
younger population.

Dr. DUNHAM. That is right. It was a highly selected population,
so I don’t think it would be fair to draw any conclusions.

Representative PRICE. Thank you very much, Dr. Hasterlik. l’-ou
have given us a fine paper, and 1 am sure it will be vallmble. to the
recorcl of this hearing.

,,,+;;<
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Dr. HAsmxulK. Thank you very much.
Representative PRICE. The next and concluding witness for this

afternoon will be Dr. H. Bentley Glass, of Johns Hopkins University.

STATBMBNT OF H. BENTLEY GLASS,I DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGY,
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY

Dr. GLASS. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I feel it is a
privilege to appear here again before this committee, whose previous ~:,;;:~:,: ;:,;yj;;,:i;it ;;:+. :~~;;;;~W:I~{!$[:’:;;\};:]:[:::F!;:{{
hearings have contributed so greatl to knowledge of the problems,

c1’including the genetic problems, of ra iation.
I believe I am expected to summarize whatever developments have

.,

occurred since the hearings of 1959 in our understanding of the genetic
effects of radiation and fallout. In certain respecti this task has
been greatly simplified for me by the 1960 re~ort of the National
Academy of Sciences Committee on the (lenetm Effeots of Atomic
Radiation, of which I am a member. This report was itself designed
to update the earlier report of that committee dating from 1956. The
1960 report clearly indicates that the NAS ~omrnittee saw no reason
to modlf y its basic conclusions or to alter its chief recommendations.
The geneticists still hold that any amount of ionizing radiation how-
ever smal~, increases the risk of harmful mutations arising m the
reproductive cells. It still recommends that all exposures to Ionizing
radiations be avoided whenever possible, except for necessary expo-
sures for medical or dental diagnostic or therapeutic reasons. It
further holds to the recommendation that average dose received by
the reproductive organs of any person during the first 30 years of life
“should not exceed 10 roentgens of manmade radiation, and should be
kept as far below this as is practicable.” This recommendation is in
essential agreement with that of the International Commission on
Radiological Protection.

Since the earlier hearings before this committee there has been less
dosage from ionizing radiations than was formerly estimated, but
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that has been offset by other evidence of greater exposure or addi-
tional types of genetic damage which were previously not reckoned
with. One could refer, for example, to the data from the two siznble
populations living today which were subjected to intensive radiation;
namely, the survivors of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Whatever inf or-
mation is extractable from the two Japanese populations has been
carefully collected and analyzed, in particular, possible changes in
the sex ratio of infants born to n-radiated parents.

From the nature of sex determination in the human species, it is to
be expected that an irradiated male parent will on the average pro-
duce fewer daughters than sons, whale an irradiated female parent
will on the average produce fewer sons than daughters. Precisely
these deviations in the sex ratio have indeed been found? indicating
that radiation-induced mutations have slightly but sigmficantly al-
tered the prenatal viabilit of the young. However, the determina-

{tion of the doses to whit the individual parents were exposed is
still ve

z
problematical; and there are many other conditions which

may in uence the sex ratio. It may be that studies of the mortality
of the children born to irradiated persons would throw more light on
the production of mutations that lower the viability or fertility of the
afiected children; but such studies must be prolonged for many years
to come before death or sterilit might become evident, and there is

Jalso an almost insuperable di culty in finding a truly comparable
control group to provide a baseline, to tell us what should be expected
in the absence of irradiation of the population.

Surveys have been started of the populations living on the radio-
active sands and soils of Kerala Province in India and in interior
Brazil. Beyond preliminary radiation measurements and prepara-
tion of plans for the medical and genetic analysis of these populations,
little progress has been made, however. A major difficulty will be
that of finding comparable po ulat.ions living on unradioactive soils

$to serve as controls and provi e a baseline for evaluation of effects.
To the geneticist, however, there is nothing very discouraging about

the prospect. of having to turn to experimentally controlled organists
in order to get answe~ to questions such as we are posing. During
the past 6 years a. truly stupendous breakthrough has occurred in our
knowledge of the chemical nature of the hereditary material. It has
been shown not to be protein but to consist, in all organisms, of nucleic
acid. In most living things, except for a few viruses, it is even the
same kind of nucleic acid, known as deoxyribose nucleic acid, or DNA.

The chemical structure of this material is now well known, its chem-
ical behavior outsicle the living ~ystem h~s been studied extensively,
and it is known to behave quahtatively, if not quantitatively, alike
in the fzce of radiation or chemical mutagenic agents, no matter
whether it conies from microbe, man, or mouse. It is no longer
relevant to say, as so many have s~id ‘in tho past when faced with
unpleasant facts about, the production of harmful mutations bv radia-
tion, ‘Wrel], z man is not a mouse, or a fruit, fly, or a microbe”.” ‘Ile
genes produce different effects in the course of the life of different
kinds of organisms, but the chemical nature of the genes is the
same, their responses to radiation are of the. same kind, and they evoke
tbei r effects in the same way, by controlling the synthesis of the
protains made in the cells. Thus, when ionizing radiation strikes
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the DNA molecules of a cell, it can be demonstrated to have a com-
parable action in all cases. It fractures and disrupts the chromosomes
which contain the I)lJA; it blasts the genes, usually with destructive
effects; and it causes chromosomes to stick together and fail to enter
the daughter cells properly, at the time when the parent cell is
dividing.

We may expect to find differences, mainly quantitative ones, in the
responses to radiation of different species. For that matter, it is now
quite clear that the DNA and the chromosomes of the fruit fly’s sper-
matozoa are not at the same level of susceptibility as those in the
oocytes of the female fruit fly during her maturity. It is also true
that the DNA and the chromosomes in the immature germ cells are
far less susceptible to radiation than those in the mature germ cells.
So it is not surprising to find that the reproductive cells of a mouse are
more susceptible than those of a fruit fly, as indeed they are. What
we need is more information of this sort from a variety of animal
species; but the longer the animals live, and the fewer offspring each
female can produce, the more laborious and ex ensive the experiments
must be. The Atomic Energy Commission, 8 ivision of Biology and
~Medicine, is now supporting an experimental genetic study of muta-
tion in irradiated pigs, but as may well h imagined, progress is slow
and the expense is high.

We maybe able to get at direct evidence of production of mutations
in humans by radiation and of the quantitative level at which muta-
tions are produced in relation to dosage. By growing human cells
in artificial culture media and exposing them to ionizing radiation, a
number of workefiPuck and Bender in this country, and Dubinin
and his group in Russia—have demonstrated that the chromosomes
are fractured and rejoined in various ways, and the number of chromo-
some breaks is linearly proportional to the dose. This has been
~emonstrated over a range from 10 roentgens up to several hundred
roentgens. Moreover, the number of breaks produced by a given dose
in human cells may be compared with the number produced by the
same dose in comparable tissue cells of a monkey, mouse, or hamster.
Bender has recently reported the results of irradiating with X-rays
white blood cells freshly drawn from the human body, znd then
culturing them long enough to determine the frequency of chromo-
some breaks in these cells. A linear proportionality between fre-
quency of breaks and radiation dose is demonstrated.

In my own laboratory, J. G. Brewen has used the corneal epitheliurn
of the hamster for similar experiments, irradiating the tissue in its
natural location in the eye, and again finds a range of doses from 25
to 150 roentgens yields linear proportionality of chromosome breaks
to dose.

Since the 1960 report of the National Academy of Sciences Comn~it-
tee on the Genetic Effects of Atomic Racliation, a quite new aspect of
the problem has come into prominence. In 1959 it was discovered in
Fra]~ce and (.lreat, Britain that most of mongoloid idiocy are attribu-
1abl e to the presence in the cells of an extra chromosome, a very sm a11
one, h’o. 21 among the 23 pairs of human chromosomes. Shortly after-
warcl, two forms of sexual maldevelopment accompanied by sterility
were discovered to arise, the one from the presence of an extra sex
chromosome, the other from the lack of a sex chromosome normally

.<,
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present. Ever since 1915, abnormalities of this same kind had been
known in fruit flies and had been found to be increased in frequency
by radiation. They have also been described more recently in connec-
tion with certain abnormal types in mice.

These errors of chromosome number, which might be called a sort
of mutation, arise in two general ways. The commonest is probably
what is called nondisjunction; that is, the failure of two matched
chromosomes to separate from each other and go singly into the repro-
ductive cells. The result would be formation of one reproductive cell
with an extra chromosome and another with one chromosome too few.
The other way in which such errors arise is through the loss of the
chromosome from the fertilized egg.

Recent studies at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory by Liane
Russell and C. L. Saylors show that when a sperm of the mouse is
irradiated, it is usually this second sort of error that occurs, 100
roentgens yielding 5.2 percent of cases of loss of the sex chromosome
from the newly fertilized egg, but only about 0.2 percent when the
sperms are irradiated before fertilizing the egg. Losses of other
chromosomes than the sex chromosomes are fatal in early development
in the mouse and presumably in humans losses of most chromosomes
except the sex chromosomes and the small er chromosomes of other
sorts are likewise fatal. Many are now known to cause multiple
congenital defects resulting in neonatal death.

In any event, in addition to the previous estimates of mutations
arising from a given dose of radiation, we must now add something
for this novel and previously unsuspected type of human damage.
At the present time one cannot say how many mongoloid idiots and
sexual aberrant types have been produced by radiation. It may
indeed be a small proportion of the total. Yet until -we know more
about the relation of these conditions to radiation dosage, we must be
exceeding y cautious, for there is no reason to doubt that radiation
will cause such defects, particularly if administered to the female or
her just-fertilized egg cell.

Until quite recent years all radiation exposures in genetic investiga-
tions were for some reason restricted to males. (ktduall y evidence
began to accumlllate from fruit fly experiments to show that just as
there are differences in sensitivity between immature and mature
reproductive cells in a single sex, so, too, there are differences in
sensitivity to radiation between the male and female reproductive
cells.

W. L. Russell at Oak Ridge has now obtained information bearing
on the production of mutations in the oocyt es of f e.male mice. Al-
though the data are still insufficient or scanty, it appears at present

that al a high dose rat.&80 to 90 roentgens per minute—the female
germ cells are more sensitive than spermatozoa, whereas at, a low dose
rate—90 roentg-ens per week-they yielcl even fewer mutations than
the male germ cells do. Moreover, there is some indication that
the mutations in the female germ cells differ qualitatively from those
in the male germ cells. Clearly, if an adequate idea of the sensitivity
of a population to radiation ]s to be obtaine~j we ~~-illneecl to have
sufllclent data on both sexes and for the entire llfespan.

The most llnexpected and most d iscnswl clevel opment d~lring t hcw

recent ye:ors in tile study of mutatio~~s prmluccd by radi:~tion Ilns been

tllo (lelrl(Jl~sir21tioIl by W. 1.. 13ussell Mld his (jLLk R iclge colleagues

. ,,,,$,,
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that in mice there is definitely adifference in the frequency of muta-
tions induced at high dose rates and at low dose rates. The difference
as might already be gathered from the foregoing remarks, is greater
in the case of the female germ cells, the oocytes, than It is in the
case of the male germ cells, the spermatogonia. In the latter, for
which much more extensive data have been accumulated, there are
about four times as many mutations induced zt a high dose rate as at
a low dose rate.

The data of Russell and his group are shown in the accompanying
fknre. The range of dose is from zero to 1,000 roentgens. The curve
o~tained for the%igh dose rate runs up to ‘a rate of SO mutations per

I L
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Mutation ratesof specific loci in the mouse, with 90 per cent confidence intervals. Solid
points representresultswith acutex-rays (80 to 90 r/rein). Open points represent
chronic gamma-ray results (triangles and square, 90 r/wk; circle, 10 r/wk.) Square
points are mutation rates in females,all other puintsbeing mutationratesin males.
The point for zero dose represents the aum of all male controls.

,,,,.(,.

Source : Data from W. L. Russell, Liane Brauch Russell, and Elizabeth M. Ken 1959.
Reproduced by permission of the authors from IF’
Ionizing Radiations,”

“Immediate and Low Level E ects of

Biology.
a special supplement to the International Journal of Radiation
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locus per 100,000 gametes—the curve at low dose rate runs up to 6
mutations per locus per 100,000 gametes. They have not tested it
to quite as high a dose. In the female sex they have only really
tested, or at least published, on two doses, one of 400 roentgens at
the high dose rate, and one of 250 roentgens at the low dose rate,
so that the difference between the effect of a high dose rate and
the low dose rate in the female germ cells is apparently greater
than it is in the male reproductive cells. The data on the male germ
cells are much more extensive. For both sexes taken together the
yield at the high dose rate is about six times as great as at the low
dose rate.

The most recent experiments, of which I have received a report
just over the past weekend from Dr. Russell, have refined the defini-
tion of “high close rate” and “low dose rate” and reveal a situation
of increasing complexity. Initially 90 roen@ens per minute and
0.009 roentgen per minute were used for the lugh and low dose rates,
respectively. The quality of the radiation used was also different,
250-kilovolt X-rays for the high dose experiments and cobalt 60
gamma radiation for the low dose rate. But in experiments in which
a high dose rate and low dose rate were both administered from the
same source, any significant difference owing to the quality of the
ra s was ruled out.

i he new tests have been conducted at intermediate dose rates of
9 roentgens per minute and about 0.8 roentgen per minute. These
prove to be in the right critical range. For the male germ cells, the
mutation rate at 9 roentgens per minute is intermediate betwwm the
results at high ancl low dose rates. At 0.8 roentgen per minute the
mutation frequency is already that characteristic for a low dose rate.

In the case of the female germ cells, the situation appears to be
somewhat different. The 0.8 roentgen

J
er minute rate still yields an

intermediate frequency of mutations. bviously, tihesituation is quite
~omplicated and a good deal more study will need to be done to clarify
lt completely.

I would like to emphasize that in terms of human exposure 0.8 roent-
gen per minute is not exactly wlmt one would consider a very low dose
rate, since at that rate it would require only 12 to 13 minutes to equal
the level which was set by the 11.4S Genetics Committee as an upper
limit for the average gonada.1 doss

Work to confirm these results of Russell and his group has not gone
very far at the present time. Some work has been done with Drosop-
hila, but the results are conflicting. There is, I am told, a study at
Harwell in England on mice -which has given preliminary results that
confirm the effect for the mice. There is also one at Harwell conducted
for the fruit flies which confirms the dose rate effect.

In the mouse it is impossible without vast expense and labor to test
the mutation rate for doses much lower than 86 roentgens. We still
must resort to the fruit fly for study of very low doses. In my own
laboratory we have recently completed a 3-year study of the mutation
frequency produced by a dose of only 5 roentgens to the mature male
and female germs cells, which is, I believe, the lowest dose studied for
its mutagenic effect in any animal up to this time. Dominant mutat-
ions of a particular minute bristle type were stuclied, and a total of
1,360,948 individual flies descended from parents which had recei~ed a
5-roent.gen dose of X-rays -were scored. We called this a megafly

,,,,,,,:,
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experiment. There were 50 separate replications of the experiment,
each of exactly balanced irradiated and unirradiated control cultures
and aach replicated experiment coded so that the scorers were unaware
which series had been irradiated.

The number of mutations found in the irradiated series exceeds that
in the controls by slightly more than was originally predicted on the
basis of the mutation frequency at doses of a thousand roentgens and
above. The difference is statistically significant, so that one may con-
clude that even doses of 5 roentgens produce mutations at a frequency
fsllin ri ht on the linearly proportional dosage curve. There is no

$%sign o a t reshold or of a diminishing effectiveness at low doses.
Sterility, or loss of fertility through killing of rm cells or the

Pproduction of dominant lethal effects that kill the o spring, may also
represent gepetic effects. In the Drosophila experiments with 5
roentgen doses, it was found the irradiated parents produced signifi-
cantly fewer offspring than the unirradiated control parents of the
same strainl bred in the same number and under the same conditions.
The reduction amounted to slightly more than 1 percent. Even low
doses may, therefore, produce a proportional reduction of fertility.

In mice the situation is quite different and seems to be more com-
plicated. In male mice, following doses of 100 roentgens or more, tem-
porary sterility results. But after passage of sufficient time, the fer-
tility is recovered. In female mice the reverse is true. After acute
radiation, a female mouse may produce one or a few litters, but even
a dose of 50 roentgens leads generally to permanent sterility. If the
radiation is administered at a low dose rate, it takes only a moderate
increase to 80 roentgens to produce the same effect..

If human females responded to radiation in this way, the sterilizing
effect of radiation would be the most fearful aspect of exposure to
fallout and residual radiation among survivors of a nuclear attack
on a population.

Studies at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory by the Russells and
their coworkers, especially E. F. Oakberg, clarify certain aspects of
this situation. Female guinea pigs and hamsters, as well as monkeys,
are much more resistant than female mice to the sterilizing effect of
radiation. It seems that in the female mice the oocytes in the ovary
go into a prolonged arrest in development at a more sensitive stage in
their maturation process than is the case in the guinea pig. This dif-
ference probably holds true for the other species mentioned and also
for the dog and human female, for which evidence exists that, sterility
in the female is produced on}y by much higher doses.

Nevertheless, a word of caution seems due. It has been estimated
that in the event of a nuclear attack on the tTnited States of 3,000 mega-
tons or more, most survivors will receive an accumulated dose from
fallout of upward of 200 roentgens, most. of it in the postshelter period
and at relatively low dose rates. ~Tncler these conditions the major
effect upon the surviving population might result from the sterilizing
effect upon the females.

lt’e need much more inforn~ation about this matter than now exists,
in particular to determine whether the dose level that produces com-
plete or partial sterility a.t ]OW dose rates is siemificantly lower than
the dose level that produces radiation sickness ancl death.

>
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Since the time of the last hearings on fallout before this committee,
much attention has been centered on the hazards posed by the produc-
tion of carbon 14 as a product of nuclear detcmations. No exact ap-
praisal of this hazard can be given at the present time, but it is clear
that estimates of genetic damage must be revised upward because of
the ready incorporation of carbon 14 into living tissues and into the
hereditary materials themselves, and because of the long half-life of
carbon 14.

The recently issued new edition of “The Effects of Nuclear Weap-
ons? places the dosage of emitted beta radiation from carbon 14 as
equal to that from cesium 137, although delivered at a very much
lower dose rate; and the genetic damage from transmutation of carbon
14 into nitrogen 14 as equal to that from the emitted beta radiation.
I see no reason to differ with these estimates.

There are other recent findings which increase our estimates of
genetic damage done by atomic radiations. At the Oak Ridge Na-
tional Labor~tory, D. L. Lindsley ha? shown that in the fruitfly many
lethal mutations remam undetected m the usual method of screening
for sex-linked recessive lethals. Estimates of the total number of
lethal mutations produced by a given dose thus need to be increased
by 20 percent. Findings such as this one and the role of carbon 14 in
the production of genetic damage tend to offset the reduction in the
estimates of overall genetic damage which derive from the knowledge
that low dose rates, with which we must be mainly concerned, axe much
less potent in producing mutations than the high dose rates commonly
used in the past in ex~erimental investigations.

In conclusion, I think it might be worth while to say a word about
the genetic damage done by fallout from weapons tests or ossible

tnuclear attacks upon the United States. I do not feel it advisa le now
to engage in the sort of “numbers game” that has been played in the
past. It seems important to me to emphasize the vast range of uncer-
tainty embodied in such estimates, an uncertainty extendin over two
orders of magnitude, or a hundredfold difference. fInso ar as the
effects being compared are produced by radiation at a low dose rate and
are linearly proportional to dose, it is sufficient to keep in mind that
the average accumulated fallout dose from weapons tests through
1959 to persons in the United States is estimated to be 0.15 roentgen,
lifetime dose. (The new edition of “The Effects of Nuclear Weapons”
states the dose as 0.1 rem. )

From this figure, taking the higher one, resulting from some 92
megatons of fission exploslon, one can extrapolate to the fallout ex-
posure for a similarly housed and unprotected population in the
even! of 1,500, 3,000, 10,OOOmegatons, or larger attacks or wars. De-
pending upon the assumptions as to the relatme proportions of fission
and fusion, one can calculate fallout doses to target nations rather
inexactly and to nontarget nations more exactly.

It is worth emphasizing that the calculated dose from stratospheric
fallout to a nontarget nation located in the Northern Hemisphere
in the zone of heaviest deposition, between latitudes 30° and 60°,
amounts to about 10 to 12 roentgens in the case of a 20,000 -me@on
war of which 50 to 60 percent might be fission. In other words, a
nuclear war of such magnitude as to suffice to devastate the ~Tnited
States, the U. S. S.R., and all of Western Europe, would produce fall-
out that would only equal or slightly exceed in terms of its genetic
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effeot upon nontarget nations of the Northern Hemisphere what has
been recommended as an upper limit for tolerable exposure of a pop-
ulation to manmade radiation.

This 10 roentgens of whole body radiation at a low dose rate would,
if administered to an entire population, produce a change in the
number of genetically defective individuals born alive. At the pres-
ent time this is estimated to be probably 4 percent of all births. ( That
estimate is somewhat higher than what is used in the recmt Federal
Radiation Council paper, because they considered only very severe
defects, and this estimate is for all grades of evident defect. My
figure is based on the united Nations Scientific Committee report
on “The Effects of Genetic Radiation.”) A 10-roentgen dose to a
population might increase the freqency of genetically defective per-
sons born in that population from 4 to 5 percent, or perhaps less.
This would not occur until many generations have passed, and if
the exposure were limited to a single generation, the level would grad-
ually drop back again to the original level of 4 percent. Even if
tihe doubling dose, that is, the dose of radiation which would double
the total number of mutations occurring spontaneously in the popu-
lation, turned out to be as low as 10 roentgens instead of the value of
40 to 60 which was assumed in making that calculation, one would
still not expect tihe level of genetically defective births in a population
exposed to 10 roentgens to rise above 8 percent of all binths.

‘Ill-& is a frightful conclusion, and yet it is nevertheless in a certain
sense somewhat reassuring if applied to the genetic effects of a major
nuclear war.

Finally, I would like to emphasize a point made in the 1960 report
of the NAS Genetics Committee res ecting the extent of damage in

Ehuman populations due to nnfavora le mutant genes. The damage
is not simply a question of the frequency of these genes. It also de-
pends on the relative amounts of harm they do to individuals and to
society. As the report states: 6CHOW,for example, does one memure

quantitatively the relative importance of a stillbirth, a feeble-minded
cihild, and a death during adolescence?” Or, one might add, of a
death very soon after conception, when the mother is often unaware
that an abortion has occurred? In this connection I can only recom-
mend for study the thought-provoking appraisal of the question by
Prof. Sewall Wri ht, which was printed as an addendum to the 1960

8report of the NA Committee. All members of the Committee were
not in agreement with Wright in his consideration% but all of them,
I think, are fully agreed that much study of this sort is needed before
we can reach a just appraisal of genetic damage to a population.

Representative PRICE. Thank you very much, Dr. Glass, for a very
effective paper. Incidentally, the entire statement will be included
in the record.

(The statement follovw:)

STATEMENTOFH. BENTLEY GLASS, PROFESSOR, DEPARTMENT OF1310LooY,
JOHNSHOPKINSUNIVERSITY,BALTIMORE,NID.

I be~ieve I am expected to summarize whatever developments have occurred
since the hearings of 1959 in our understanding of the genetic effects of radia-
tiou and fallout. In certain respects this task has been greatly simplified for
me by the 1960 Report of the National Academy of Sciences Cammittee on the
Genetic Effects of Atomic Radiation, of which I am a member. This report was
itself designed to update the earlier report of that Committee, dating from 1950.
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The 1960 report clearly indicates that the National Academy of Sciences Commit-
tee saw no reason to modify its basic conclusions or to alter its chief recommen-
dations. The geneticists still hold that any amount of ionizing radiatio% how-
ever small, increases the risk of harmful mutations arising in the reprodu~lve
cells. It still recommends that all exposures to ionizing radiations be avoided
whenever possible, except for necessary exposures for medical or dental diag-
nostic or therapeutic reasons.. It further holds to the recommendation that the
average dose received by the reproductive organs of any person during the first
30 years of life “should not exceed 10 roentgens of manmade radiation, and
should be kept as far below this as is practicable.” This recommendation is in
essential agreement with that of the International Commission of Radiological
Protection.

From the nature of sex determination in the human species, it is to be expected
that an irradiated male parent will on the average produce fewer daughters
than sons, while an irradiated female parent will on the average produce fewer
sons than daughters. Precisely these deviations in the sex ratio have indeed been
found, indicating that radiation-induced mutations have slightly but significantly
aItered the prenatal viability of the young. However, the determination of the
doses to which the individual parents were exposed is still very problematical;
and there are many other conditions which may influence the sex ratio. It
may be that studies of the mortality of the children born to irradiated persons
would throw more light on the production of mutations that lower the viability
or fertility of the affected children; but such studies must be prolonged for many
years to come before death or sterility might become evident, and there is also
an almost insuperable ditliculty in finding a truly coml)arable control group to
provide a baseline, to tell us what should be expected in the absence of irradia-
tion of the population.

Surveys have been started of the populations living on the radioactive sands
and soils of Kerala Province in India and in interior Brazil. Beyond prelimin-
ary radiation measurements and preparation of plans for the medical and genetic
analysis of these populations, little progress has been made, however, A major
difficulty will be that of finding comparable populations living on unradioactive
soils to serve as controls and provide a baseline for evaluation of effects.

To the geneticist, however, there is nothing very discouraging about the pros-
pect of having to turn to experimentally controlled organisms in order to get
answers to questions such as we are posing. During the past 6 years a truly
stupendous breakthrough has occurred in our knowledge of the chemical nature
of the hereditary material. It has been shown not to be proteh but to consist,
in all organisms, of nucleic acid. In most living things, except for a few viruses,
it is even the same kind of nucleic acid, known as deoxyribose nucleic acid, or
DNA. The chemical structure of this material is now well known, its chemical
behavior outsidethe living systemhas beenstudied extensively,and it is known to
behave qualitatively, if not quantitatively,alilie in the face of radiation or chemi-
cal mutagenic agents, no matter whether it comes. from microbe, man, or mouse.
It is no longer relevant to say, as so many have said in the past when faced with
unpleasant facts about the production of harmful mutations by radiation,
“Well, a man is not a mouse, or a fruit fly, or a microbe.” The genes produce
different effects in the course of the life of different kinds of organisms, but
the chemical nature of the genes is the same, their responses to radiation are of
the same kind, and they evoke their effects in the same way, by controlling tbe
synthesis of the proteins made in the cells. Thus, when ionizing radiation strikes
the DNA molecules of a celI, it can be demonstrated to have a comparable action
in all cases. It fractures and disrupts the chromosomes which contain the
DNA; it blasts the genes, usually with destructive effects ; and it causes chromo-
somes to stick together and fail to enter the daughter cells properly, at the time
when the parent cell is dividing.

We may expect to find differences, mainly quantitative ones, in the responses
to radiation of different species. For that matter, it is now quite clear that the
DNA and the chromosomes of the fruit fly’s spermatozoa are not at the same
level of susceptibility as those in the oocytes of the female fruit fly during her
maturity. It is also true that the DNA and the chromosomes in the immature
germ cells are far less susceptible to radiation than those in the mature germ
cells. So it is not surprising to find that the reproductive cells of a mouse art?
more susceptible than those of a fruit fly, as indeed they are. What we need
is more information Of this sort from a variety of animal species; but the longer
the animals live, and the fewer offspring each female can produce, the more
laborious and expensive the experiments must be. The Atomic Energy Commis-
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sion, Division of Biology and Medicine, is now supporting an experimental
genetic study of mutation in irradiated pigs, but as may well be imagine~
progress is slow and the expense is high.

We need direct evidence of the production of mutations in humans, and of the
quantitative level at which mutations are produced in relation to dasage. Indi-
rectly, we may be able to get at this. By growing human cells in artificial cul-
ture media and exposing them to ionizing radiation, a number of workers (Pu@,
Bender, Dubinin, et al. ) have demonstrated that the chromosomes are fractured
and rejoined in various ways, and that the number of chromosome breaks is
linearly proportional to the dose. This has been demonstrated over a range
from 10 roentgens up to several hundred rotentgens. Moreover, the number of
breaks produced by a given dose in human cells may be compared with the
number produced by the same dose in comparable tissue cells of a mohkey, mouse,
or hamster. Bender has recently reported the results of irradiating with X-rays
white blood cells freshly drawn from the human body, and then cuIturing them
long enough to determine the frequency of chromosome breaks in these cells. A
linear proportionality between frequency of breaks and radiation dose is demon-
strated. In my own laboratory we have used the corneal epitheliums as the
chosen tissue for such experiments, since in this case it is easy to irradiate the
cornea in the living animal and also to irradiate the corneal cells growing in
a cell culture, and then to determine whether there is any difference in response
as the result of growing the cells outside the body.

In preliminary results obtained with the Chinese hamster, a strictly linear
proportionality between frequency of chromosome breakage and X-ray dose has
been demonstrated when the cornea was irradiated in its normal situation, for a
range of doses from 25 roentgens up to 150 roentgens. There are thus excellent
prospects that in a few years we may have definite quantitative knowledge about
the relation of chromosome breakage to dose for a variety of human tissues.
So far, no one has succeeded in culturing human reproductive cells, or even
pieces of the o-raries or testes, for a sufficient period. Yet it may be hoped that
studies on the relationship of chromosome breakage to dose of radiation can
eventually be carried out successfully for the reproductive tissues, too.

Cells in which chromosomes are broken by radiation nearly always die. Con-
sequently, such damage in a proliferating tissue (one in which the cells are
dividing and in which the dying cell can be replaced by new sound ones) is not
serious at low doses of radiation. The genetic damage that is serious is what is
transmissible to cells that can continue to live and function and, if reproductive
cells, participate in the production of offspring that will carry the mutated gene.
Submicroscopic lesions in the chromosomes. our so-called point mutations, may
also eventually be studied in cells growing in culture. What is necessary is to
find a mutation that will produce some kind of chemical or structural alteration
which can be observed in the individual cell, or to find some way of killing off
the unmutated cells in the culture so as to leave only the mutated ones. Studies
such as these are being pursued in a number of laboratories, including my own,
and maybe success is around the corner for someone in this elusive pursuit.

Even since the 1960 report of the NAS Committee on the Genetic Effects of
Atomic Radiation a quite new aspect of the problem has come into prominence.
In 1959 it was discovered, in France and Great Britain, that most cases of mongo-
loid idiocy are attributable to the presence in the cells of an extra chromosome, a
very small one (No. 21 according to size) among the 23 pairs of human chromo-
somes. Shortly afterward two forms of sexual maldevelopment, accompanied by
sterility, were discovered to arise, the one from the presence of an extra sex
chromosome, the other from the lack of a sex ~hromosome normally present.
Ever since 1915 abnormalities of this same kind had been known in fruit flies and
had been found to be increased in frequency by radiation. They had also been
described more recently in connection with certain abnormal types in mice.
These errors of chromosome number, which might be called a sort of mutation,

arise in two general ways. The commonest is probably what is called non-
disjunction, that is, the failure of two matched chromosomes to separate from

each other and go singly into the reproductive cells. The result would be forma-

tion of one reproductive cell with an extra chromosome and another with one

chromosome too few. The other way in which such errors arise is through the

loss of a chromosome from the fertilized egg. Recent studies at the Oak Rid~e
.National I,aboratory by Liane B. Russell and C. L. Saylors show that when a male
mouse is irradiated, it is usually this second sort of error that occnrs, 100
roentgens yielcling 5.2 percent of cases of loss of the sex chromosome from the

;,,,,. ,,.
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newly fetillized egg, but only about 0.2 percent when the sperms are irradiated
before fertilizing the egg. Losses of other chromosomes than the sex chromo-
somes are fatal in early development in the mouse, and presumably in humans
losses of most chromosomes except the sex chromosomes and the smaller chromo-
somes of other sorts are likewise fatal (dominant lethals). Many are now
known to cause multiple congenital defects resulting in neonatal death. In any
event, to the previous estimates of detrimental mutations produced by ionizing
radiations we must now add something for this novel- and unsuspected type of
human damage. At the present time one cannot say how many mongoloid idiots
and sexual aberrant types have been produced by radiation. It may indeed be a
small proportion of the total. Yet until we know more about the relation
of these conditions to radiation dosage, we must be exceedingly cautious, for
there is no reason to doubt that radiation will cause such defects, particularly
if administered to the female or her just-fefiilized egg cell.

Until quite recent years nearly all radiation exposurea in genetic investigations
were for some reason restricted to males. Gradually evidence began to accumu-
late from fruit fly experiments to show that just as there are differences in sen-

sitivity between immature and mature reproductive cells in a single sex, so too
there are differences in sensitivity to radiation between the male and female
reproductive cells. W. L. Russell has now obtained information bearing on
the production of mutations in the oocytes of female mice. Although the data
are still insufficient, it appears at present that at a high dose rate (80 to 90
roentgens per minute) the female germ cells are more sensitive than spermatozoa,
where as at a low dose rate (90 roentgens per week) they yield even fewer muta-
tions than the male germ cells do. Moreover, there is some indication that the
mutations in the female germ cells differ qualitatively from those in the male
germ cells. The frequencies at different gene loci, among the seven tested loci,
are different in the male and female data. Clearly, if an adequate idea of the
sensitivity of a population to radiation is to be achieved, we will need to have
sufficient data on both sexes and for the en~lre lifespan. We are far from reach-
ing any such goal at present, even for that most intensely studied species, the
fruit fly Drosophila Mekznogaster.

The most unexpected and most discussed development during these last years
in the study of mutations induced by radiation has been the demonstration by
W. L. Russell and his Oak Ridge colleagues that in mice there is definitely a
difference in the frequency of mutations induced at high dose rates and at low
dose rates. The difference, as might already be gathered from the foregoing
account, is greater in the case of the female germ cells, the oocytes, than in
the case of the male germ cells, the spermatogonia. In the latter, for which which
mutations induced at a high dose rate as at a low dose rate. For both sexes taken
together, the yield at high dose rate is about six times as great as at a low dose
rate. The most recent experiments have refined the definition of “high dose
rate” and “low dose rate” and reveal a situation of increasing complexity.
Initially, 90 roentgens per minute and 0.009 roentgen per minute were used for
the respective high and low rates. The total dose administered was of course
ndjusted to be the same. The quality of the radiation was different, since
in the high dose rate experiments 250-kilovolt X-rays were used while in the
low dose rate experiments cobalt 60 gamma radiation was used; but in experi-
ments in which a high dose rate and a low dose rate were both administered
from the same source, any significant difference owing to the quality of the rays
was ruled out. A“ow tests have been conducted at intermediate close rates of
9 roentgens per minute and abollt ().8 roentgen per minute. These prove to be
in the critical range for the dose rate effect. For the male germ cells, the mu-
tation rate at 9 roentgens per minute is intermediate between Ithe results at
high and low dose rates. At 0.8 roentgen per minute the mutation frequency
is already that characteristic for a low dose rate. In the case of the female germ
cells, however, the 0.8 roentgens per minute rate still yields an intermediate
frequency of mutations. It should perhaps be emphasized that in terms of
human exposure 0.8 roentgen per minute is not what one would consider a very
low dose rate. since at that rate it would require only 12 to 13 minutes to equa.1
the level recommended by the ATAS Qenetics Committee as an upper limit for

the avera~e gonadal dose.

Russell’s data indicate that for low to moderate dose rates there is some sort

of recovery process such that potential mutations are restored to normal. This
is very encouraging, from the point of view of the exposure of humun popula-

tions of radiation, since most exposures are likely to IW at mwlernte to low dos{.

rates if the exposed person survives at all. It. rnllst be very strongly emphasized,
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however, that there is no ground, on the basis of Russell’s data, for concluding

either that the relation of mutation frequency to dose is not one of linear propor-

tionality or forconcluding that there isanythreshold atvery low doses. In both

of these important matters, the data show precisely the contrary. For the low
close rates, the frequency of mutations still increases linearly with the dose.

There is no indication of a threshold. A total dose of only 86 roentgens at a low
dose rate produced exactly the expected frequency of mutations,

Efforts to confirm this important tindingof a difference in the effects of high

and low dose rates applied to the immature germ cells of the mouse have been
made. Work with Droso@Lila, carried out by Muller, Oster, and Zimrnering,
leaves the issue uncertain becauae of difficulties indosimetry, although the first
reports indicated a confirmation of the effect. It is reported that a similar
experiment conducted at Harwell has confirmed the dose ra@ effect for
Drosophila.

In the mouse it is impossible without vast expense and labor to test themuta-
tion rates for doses much lower than 86roentgens. Forthis kind of experiment
we must resort to using a species that can be raised more cheaply and in far
greater numbers, such, for example, as the fruit fly. In my own laboratory
we have recently completely a 3-year study of the mutation frequency produced
by a dose of only 5 roentgens to the mature male and female germ cells. This
represents, I believe, the lowest dose studied for mutagenic effect in any animal
up to this time. During the early days of the Manhattan project a team of
expert geneticists spent several years in pushing the dosage curve for mutation
down, first to50roentgens and finally to25roentgens. Tothose levels the dosage
curve was shown to be strictly linear. Thepresent study carries the dose rela-
tionship down to a level comparable to that of the normal human W-year dose
from background radiation. Inorder tocarry outthis study, dominant mutations
of a particular minute bristle type occurring at some 60 genetic loci in the chromo-
somes were resorted to, instead of the usual recessive lethal mutation technique,
which requires bre@ing aculture foreve~tested gem cell. In our recent study,
1,360,948 individual flies descended from parents each of which had received
a 5 roentgen dose of X-rays were scored. There were 50 separate replications
of the experiment, each of exactly balanced irradiated and nnirradiated control
cultures and each coded so that the scorers were unaware which series had been
irradiated. The number of mutations found in the irradiated series exceeds
that in the controls byslightly more than was originally predicted, on t.hebasis
of the mutation frequency at doses of l, OOOroentgensand above. The difference
is statistically significant, so that one is entitled to conclude that even doses of
5 roentgens produce mutations at a f requency falling right on the linearly propor.
tional dosage curve. There is no sign of a threshold or of diminishing effee
tiveness.

Sterility, or loss of fertility through killing of germ cells or the production
of dominant lethal effects that kRl the otl%pring, usually at a very early stage
of developmen~ may also represent genetic effects, although they are often not
passed down beyond the immediate progeny of the treated individuals. In the
Drosophtia experiments with 5-roentgen doses, just described, it was found that
the immediate parents produced significantly fewer offspring than the unirmiL
ated control parents of the same genetic strain, bred in the same numbers and
under the same conditions. The reduction amounted to slightly more than 1
percent. Even low doses may therefore produce a proportional reduction of
fertility. In mice, however, the situation is quite different, at least in the
female sex. In male mice, following doses of 100 roentgen or more, temporary
sterility results; but after passage of sutlicient time for the more sensitive
spermatozoa, spermati@ and cells in the maturation divisions to be replaced
by cells that were in the more resistant spermatogonial (immature) stages
when they were irradiated, fertility is recovered. In female mice, the reverse
is true. After acute radiation, a female mouse may produce one or a few
litte~ but even a dose of 50 roentgen leads generally to permanent sterility.
If the radiation is achnhistmwd at a low dose rate, it takes only a moderate
increase (tm W roentgen ) to produce the same effect. If human females re-
sponded to radiation in this way, the sterilizing effect of radiation would be the
most fearful aspect of exposure to fallout and residual radiation among the
survivors of a nuclear attack on a population. Stu&lea at the Oak Ridge Na-
tional Laboratory by the Russells and their coworkers, especially E. F. Oakberg,
now clarify certain aspects of this situation. Female guinea pigs and hamsters,
as well as monkeys, are much more resistant than female mice to the sterilizing
etlkct of radiation. It seems that in the female mice the oocytes in the ovary
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go into a prolonged arrest in development at a later and more sensitive stage
in their maturation process than is the case in the guinea pig. This difference
probably holds true for the other species mentioned, and also for the dog and
huxnan female, for whiehevidence exists that sterility in the femaleis produced
only by much higher doses (several hundred roentgens). LNevertheless,a word
of caution seems due, It has been estimated that in the event of a nuclear
attack on the United States of 3,000 megatons or more most survivors will
receive an accumulated dose of upward of 200 roentgens, most of it in the
postshelter period and at relatively low dose rates. Under these conditions, the
major effect upon the surviving population might result from the sterilizing
effect upon the females. We need much more information about this matter
than now exists, in particular to determine whether the dose level that produces
complete or partial sterility, at low dose rates, is significantly lower than the
dose level that produces ri~diation sickness and death.

Killing of the sensitive female germ cells might not be attributable to the
effects of the radiation on the chromosomes and DNA of the cells. Killing
of many types of somatic cells, however, has been shown by T. T. Puck, M. A.
Bender, and others to be mainly because of damage done to the chromosomes
and genes; in other words, damage to the heredity material which is present in
every cell and not solely in the reproductive cells. The target of the ratlation
is the same in the case of different kinds of cell% but the transmissibility of
the damage depends onsomet~lng else. To be transmissible, a defect must first
of all be produced in the hereditary material of a reproductive cell; and, second,
it must not be so severe as to cause the death or total incapacity of the reproduc-
tive cell to function. Total reproductive damage includes the nontransmissible
(sterility ) effeCts as well as the transmissible,hereditary effects.

Since the time of the last hearings on fallout before this committee, much
attention has been centered on the hazards posed by the production of carbon
14 as a product of nuclear detonations. No exact appraisal of this hazard can
be given at the present time, but it is clear that estimates of genetic damage
must be revised upward because of! the ready incorporation of carbon 14 into
living tissues, and into the hereditary materials themselves,and because of the
long half-life of carbon 14. The recently issued new edition of “The Effects
of Nuclear Weapons” places the dosage of emitted beta radiation from carbon
14 as equal to that from cesium 137, although delivered at a very much lower
dose rate; andthegenetic damage from transmutationof carbon 14 into nitrogen
14 as equal to that from the emittedbeta radiation. I see no reason to differ with
these estimates.

There are other recent findings which also increase our estimates of genetic
damage done by atomic radiations. At the Oak Ridge National Laboratory,
D. L. Lhldsley has shown that many lethal mutations remain undetectwl in the
usual method of screening for sex-linked excessive lethals. Estimates of the
total number of lethal mutations produced by a given dose thus need to be in-
creased by 20 percent. Findings such as this one and the role of carbon 14 in
the production of genetic damage largely offset the reduction in the estimates
of overall genetilcdamage which derive from the knowledge that low does rat-
with which we must be mainly concern@ are so much less potent in producing
mutations than are the high dose rates commonly used in experimental investi-
gations.

In conclusion, how can we evaluate the genetic damage done by fallout from
weapon tests or possible nuclear attacks on the United States. It seems to me
more than ever sensible not to play the “numbers game” in which so many,
includ~ng myself, have indulged at flmes. In any case, I could not challenge
the numbers previously presented to this committee in its hearings of 1959. The
important matter, it seems to me, is to recognize the vast range of uncertainty
embodied in the figures, and extending over two orders of magnitude (a hundred-
fold difference between the lower and higher limits of uncertainty around the most
probable tigure ). Insofar as the effects being compared are produced by radia-
tion at a low dose rate and are linearly proportional to dose, it is sufficient to
keep in mind that the average accumulated fallout dose from weapon tests
through 1959 to persons in the United States is estimated to be 0.15 roentgen
(lifetime dose). (The new edition of “The Effects of Nnclear Weapons” states
the dose as 0.1 rem. ) From this figure, resulting from some 92 megatons of
fission explosion, one can extrapolate to the fallout exposure, for a similarly
housed and unprotected population, in the event of 1,500 megatons, 3,000 mega-
tons, 10,OOOmegatons, or larger attacks or wars (two-way affairs). Depending
upon the assumption as to the relative proportions of fission and fusion in the
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total detonations, one can calculate fallout doses to target nations (rather in-
exactly ) and to nontarget nations (more exactly). It is worth emphasizing
that the calculated dose from stratospheric fallout to a nontarget nation located
in the Northern Hemisphere in the zone of heaviest deposition, between latitudes
30° and 60”, amounts to about 10 to 12 roentgens in the case of a 20,000-megaton
war of which 50 to 60 percent is fission. In other wards, a nuclear war of such
magnitude that it would suflice to devastate the United States, the U.S.S.R.,
and all of Western Europe, and to kill a majority of the populations of those
countries, would produce fallout that would only equal or slightly exceed, in
terms of its genetic effect upon nontarget nations of the Northern Hemisphere,
what the Genetics Committee of the National Academy of Sciences has recom-
mended as an upper limit for tolerable exposure of the population to manmade
radiation.

What would 10 roentgens of whole body radiation at a low dose rate bring about
genetically, if administered to an entire population? Estimates baeed on the
so-called doubling dose, a dme of radiation that would double the frequency of
spontaneous mutation occurring from all causes. This concept must be inter-
preted with great caution. Since different sorts of genetic effects occur spon-
taneously at different rates, they must each have a different doubling dose. If a
particular kind of mutation has a very low spontaneous occurrence, its doubling
dose will be very small; if the spontaneous rate is high, the doubling dose will
be high. For example, in my Drosophila experiment, described above, the
doubling dose for the dominant minute-bristle mutations is 60 roentgens. For
chromosome breaks in the white blood cells irradiated by Bender in freshly
drawn blood the doubling dose is less than 1 roentgen. The only significance of
the doubling dose arises if it is in some way integrated over all types of trans-
missible hereditary defects, that is, all detrimental mutations, and if it is in
some quantitative way related to the genetic burden of detrimental genes
carried by the populati~onand responsible for the current and future emergence
of genetic defects in individuals. For transmissible gene mutations in most
species that have been studied, the doubling dose falls in the range of 30 to 80
roentgens, with 40 to 60 roentgens more common. One cannot assert positively
that such a value applies to human beings, but there is no reason to suppose
that it does not. One would therefore conclude that a 10-roentgen dose to an
entire population might produce one-fourth to one-sixth of the number of
harmful mutations occurring spontaneously per generation. The number of
genetically defective individuals born alive probably amounts to 4 percent of all
births (an estimate somewhat higher than that used in the NAS Committee report
of 1956 and based on the tabulaYlon of specific hereditary traits and their esti-
mated incidence given in the “Report of the United Nations Scientific Com-
mittee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation in 1958,” annex H). By a recognized
genetic principle, a doubling of the mutation rate will in time lead to a doubling
of the amount of evident genetic defect in the population. That is, a 10-roentgen
dose to a population might increase the frequency of genetically defective persons
born in that population from 4 to 5 percent or somewhat less. This would not
occur until many generations have passed, and if the exposure were limited to a
single generation the level would gradually drop back again to the original level.

Even if the doubling dose for transmissible defects produced by mutations
turned out to be as low as 10 roentgens, one would not expect the level of geneti-
cally defective births to rise above 8 percent. This frightful, yet nevertheless
somewhat reassuring conclusion about the genetic effects of a major nuclear war
on nontarget nations, even in the Northern Hemisphere, deserves in my estima-
tion to be more widely circulated and appreciated.

Finally, I would like to emphasize a point made in the 1960 report of the
NAS Genetics Committee respecting the extent of damage in human populations
due to unfavorable mutant genes. The damage is not simply a question of the
frequency of these genes. It also depends on the relative amounts of harm they
do to individuals and to society. AS the report states it: “How, for example, does
one measure quantitatively the relative importance of a stillbirth, a feebleminded
child, and a death during adolescence ?“ Or, one might add, of a death very soon
after conception, when the mother is often unaware that an abortion has oc-
curred ? In this connection I can do little more than recommend for study the
thought-provoking appraisal of the question by Prof. Sewall Wright, printed
as an addendum to the report. All members of the committee were not in agree-
ment with Wright in his considerations, but all, I think, are fully agreed that
much study of this sort is needed before we can reach a just appraisal of genetic
damage to a population.
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Representative PRICE. On page 1 YOL1mention the newer findings
have in fact reinforced your convictions concerning the complexity of
radiation effects along with additional evidence of genetic effects of
low doses of radiation, and demand a spirit of caution and reserve.
Are you referring to the latwt findings indicated in the recent FRC
report i

Dr. GLASS. At the time I wrote this testimony, I had not received
a copy of the FRC report. I have since then had a chance to examine
it. As far as the presentation of the problem of genetic damage is con-
cerned, it appears to be based on the same data which I have discussed,
and I see no reason to differ with the conclusions drawn.

Representative PRICE. Does usual caution and reserve imply that
a reversal of the present genetic findings may possibly show up from
some presently known effect ?

Dr. GLASS. The experience of the past 3 years, since the last hear-
ings, shows that new findings do turn up which change the appraisal
of genetic damage, and these findings of Russell about the effects of a
low dose rate are a case in oint. If that had been the only new finding

zthat turned up, we word now come to the conclusion that radiation
was less damaging in producing mutations than we had formerly sup-
posed, because most of the radiation from fallout would be at a low
dose rate.

But there have been other findings that offset that: The attention
devoted to carbon 14 which W.RSnot included in the earlier estimates
of damage; and the indication of the other effects to which I referred—
stirility effects, the chromosome losses producing such conditions as
mongoloid idiocy and sexual aberrations. So, on the one hand, we
lower the estimate we previously made. On the other hand, we in-
crease it. These two pretty well offset one another as far as I can
judge, and our original appraisal is still good.

But we do think that we don’t know all we should about the subject
and therefore ought to be cautious about drawing conclusions.

Representative PRICE. On page 8 you mention thgt in the case of
female germ cells, the O.&roentgen rate sometimes yields an inter-
mediate frequency of mutation. We understand that, the 1954 fall-
out on the Marshallese people and the .Tapanese fisherman had this
type of exposure from fallout. Has this level of exposure recurred
to any others due to fallout ?

Dr. GLASS. Not to my knowledge. I think the Marshallese would
be about the only group that had receirecl a fairly high dose rate, or
what we call here an intermediate rate as far as the female is con-
cerned, from fallout from weapons tests.

Representative PR~cm Have the Marshallese shown any genetic
effects to date t

Dr. GLASS. The number of children born to the irradiated individ-
uals is so small that it is not really to be anticipated that mutations
would be discovered. To my knowledge, none have been discovered.
1 would say that the evidence we can get from the Marshallese is not
likely to throw much light on the situation.

Representative PRICE. On page 11 of your complete statement YOU
~:li~ that 200” roenf,gens ~oulc] produce a sterilizing effect upon the
female. Did any of the Hiroshima or Nagasmki survivors vho were
exposed in this range hzve fertility effects?
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Dr. GLASS. My statement is that if they received upward of 200
roentgens, there might be a sterilizing effect upon the female or some
of the females, because I believe there is inadequate knowledge of just
what the sterilizing dose for the human female is. In the case of the
Hiroshima females who were irradiated and vvho later reproduced,
I do not know whether the dosage measurements are sufficiently
accurate to throw light on this question or not. It would be worth
looking into.

—

Remxxentative PRICE. Mr. Hosmer.
Representative HOSMER.No auestions. I was unable to listen to.

all of’the testimony.
Representative PRICE. Does the staff have any questions ?
If not, thank you very much, Dr. Glass, for a very fine presentation.

In fact, all of the papers this afternoon were excellent and valuable
to the committee.

(A letter received subsequent to the hearings follows:)
~RE U~IVERSXT~m WISCONSIN,
DEPAaTMEiVTOFMEDNMI,Gmmrrcs,

Madison, Wk, June 27,1968.
Mr. JAMES T. RANEY,
Ilseeatit?e Director, Jtint Committee on Atomic Ene~gg,
U.X. Benate Po%t O@ce, Washington, D.C.

DEAS MB. RAME~: I have just read through Dr. Bentley Glass’s testimony
given at the recent hearinga of your committee. 1 believe that he has covered
the recent advances in genetic effects of radiation since the last hearings ex-
tremely well and that there is nothing essential that I could add. For this
reason 1 have not prepared a statement, for the recorrl. I hope this is satisfactory.

Let me take this opportunity to exprew ‘to the members of the Joint Committee
and its staff my genuine appreciation for the great public service that they
have accomplished through these hearings. I am very honored to have partici-
pated in the 1957 ancl IW9 hearings and to be invited to this.

With best personal regards.
Sincerely,

JAMES F. CROW.

Representative PRICE. The committee will r~ess until 10 a.m. to-
morr;w.

(Whereupon, at 5:12 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene
at 10 a.m., Thursday, June 7, 1962.)


